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Salute To 1926 Class Highlights Alumni Banquet
Following the Class of -Lb luncheon members ot the class and two mem-
bers of the faculty at that time posed for this picture: They are, front row,
seated: Dr. C. S. Lowry, retired professor; Dr. Blanche Yewell Martin, Owen-
sboro; Mrs. Martha S. Carter, Murray; and Mrs. Mabel G. Pullen, Murray, a
member of the faculty. Back row, from the left: Mrs. Robbie Tinsley
Harrison and Mrs. Reba Brown Miller, Murray: Mrs. Mary Campbell
Williams, Paducah, and Mrs. Evelyn Linn Albritten.
(Additional Photos On Page 3)
The annual Murray State University
Alumni banquet Saturday night was an
occasion for taking time out to reflect
upon the past. "The doors to Murray
State University opened on Sept. 24,
1923, and then began a history which
carried forward for 54 very rich and
productive years.".
So said R. William Taylor, executive
vice-president and general manager of
the Society of Manufacturing
Engineers, Dearborn, Mich., and
featured speaker for the occasion. A
1950 graduate of Murray State, Taylor
spoke before a gathering of about 500 in
the ballroom of the Waterfield Student
Union Building.
Speaking of the university, Taylor
said, "You are here tonight because it
has done so much for you over the
years—not only as a part of your
educational process, but in teaching
you how to live and cope with the
world."
The highlight of Taylor's address,
however, was a salute to the Class of
1926, Murray's first graduating class,
celebrating its golden anniversary. On
hand were the six surviving members
of the 12-member class, as well as
representatives of the deceased.
"It is interesting to look back at the
old College Bulletin of the Murray
Normal School and Teachers College to
see what it was like," Taylor said. He
described the campus in 1926, con-
sisting of three buildings wjligh offered
"electric lights and steamed heat." He
also noted that there was no tuition for
Kentucky students, "but out-of-state
students were required to pay the
significant sum of $18. Room and board
at Wells Hall was $5 per week."
Taylor noted that Murray State's
growth since those early days has been
tremendous. "The university has
graduated more than 20,000 students in
as industrious history," he said. "It is
the largest industry in the Jackson
Purchase with $1 million in
monthly payroll."
In a surprise announcement during
the banquet, President Curris unveiled
an oil painting of Mrs. Laurine Wells
Lovett, Owensboro, which will hang in
Lovett Auditorium, named in her
honor. Mrs. Lovett, a member of the
first board of regents and the daughter
of Dr. Rainey T. Wells. founder and
second president of the institution, was
present for the unveiling.
With her were her son, Wells Lovett,
an Owensboro insurance executive, his
wife, Mary, their son. James, 11, and
her first cousin, Ms. Mayrelle Johnson.
who taught political science at Murray
State during the 1940's.
The honor of heading the long list of
graduates belongs to the Class of 1926,
however. The six class members
present were: Evelyn Linn Allbritten,
Robbie Tinsley Harrison, Reba Brown
Miller, and Martha Stevenson Carter,
all of Murray; Dr. Blanche Yewell
Martin, Owensboro; and Mary Cam-
pbell Williams, Paducah.
The deceased class members were:
M. 0. Wrather, Emma J. Helm,
Murrell K. Moody, William E. Morgan,
Walter B. Moser, and Margaret
Glasgow Townsend.
New Alumni Association officers
were also installed at the banquet.
Richard H. Lewis of Frankfort, for-
merly of Benton, succeeded James H.
. Johnson of Owensboro as president. Sid
Easley, Murray, was installed as vice-
president, and State Sen. Pat M.
McCuiston, Pembroke, was installed as
president-elect. _—
Five new representatives to the
executive council were also installed.
They are: Dr. Rex Alexander, Murray;
Floyd Burdette, Martin, Tenn.;
Marilyn R. Mitchell, Lake City; Dr.
William R. Rowlett, Hopkinsville; and
Peggy S. Shroat, Smithland.
(See Banquet, Page 121
Rex Alexander Chosen As Distinguished Professor
Dr. Rex Alexander, a professor in the
Department of Recreation and
Physical Education, has been chosen as
the 13th faculty member at Murray
State University to receive the coveted
distinguished professor award of the
Alumni Association.
He was presented to the gathering at
the annual alumni banquet Saturday
evening by Richard W. Farrell,
chairman of the Department of Music
and last year's recipient. Alexander
also was presented with a check for ;500
when his selection was announced.
Since he came to Murray State in 1952
after receiving his master's degree
from Indiana University, Dr.
Alexander has become widely-known
across the region and the state in the
area of athletics.
For four years, 1954 to 1958, he was
head basketball coach with his 1955
team winning the Louisville
Invitational Tournament. While tennis
coach, three of his teams won Ohio
Valley Conference championships. In
addition, he has long been active in the,
administration of high school athletics
across Kentucky and currently is
assigning secretary of the First Region
Basketball Officials Association.
Before coming to Murray State, Dr.
Robertson Media Center
Wins First Place Award
In Kentucky Competition
Murray's Robertson Elementary
School's Media Center, under Mrs.
Ruth Pasco as librarian, has won Firs'
Place in the State of Kentucky Audio-
Visual Media Improvement com-
petition. Mrs. Pasco received the
award for Class A Division in Louisville
at the Kentucky Audio-Visual
Association luncheon during K.E.A.
Divisions are based upon a school's
enrollment. All public and private
schools, grades kindergarten through
12, are eligible.
First place winners include: Luther
Robertson Elementary School, Murray,
Class A; Virginia Wheeler Elementary
School, Louisville, Class AA; Danville
High School, Danville, Class AA; and
St. Xavier High School, Louisville,
Class AAA. Because of closeness in
judging, a third place award was given
Franklin County High School, Frank-
fort, in the AAA secondary division.
A panel of judges selected the
finalists from comprehensive
questionaires. On-site visitations were
made to judge the state winners in the
elementary and secondary divisions.
Edward McGuire of KET, Lexington,
visited Robertson School.
"Winning this award was very
gratifying," Mrs. Pasco said. "It is
exciting to plan programs, activities,
and materials for interested students
and community people have helped our
programs very much." She invited the
public to visit the Media Center at any
time to watch their work.
FIRST PI ACE AWARD—Students surround Mrs. John Pasco at the Rober-
tson Elementary School library to inspect the plaque received by the
library media center for its first place award in class A for the Kentucky
Audio Visual Association Media Improvement Award. The library media
center at Robertson specializes in all types of media work, such as printed
matter, films, records, displays, and other types of material designed to
stimulate the student's desire to read and learn, according to Mrs. Pasco.
who is librarian at the school Staff Photo by David Hill
Alexander taught mathematics and
was ,bead basketball and tennis coach
at what is now Paducah Communit
College. While there, one of his
basketball teams won the state and
southern district championships.
Currently, Dr. Alexander is a
member and past president of the
Kentucky Association of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation and
a recipient of the association's
Distingvished Service Award. He also
is a member of the National Association
of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation and serves on the
evaluation lard of the southern
district.
Dr. Alexander, who received his
doctoral degree in physical education
from Indiana University in 1972, also is
active in civic affairs in Murray.
Elected to the City Council in 1969, he
Squad Battles
Trailer Blaze
Thirteen volunteers and three trucks
from the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad and one truck from the Murray
Fire Department battled a trailer fire
blaze early Monday morning in Shady
Oaks Trailer Court.
The 5:30 a.m. fire apparently started.
under the kitchen sink of the trailer
belonging to Jack Norsworthy and
rented by Lawrence Danziger. Booster
lines were used to extinguish the blaze
and serious damage was confined to the
sink and cabinets underneath.
Members of the Rescue Squad
responding to the fire call were Jim
Green, Hal Winchester, Floyd Garland,
Max Dowdy, Jerry Edwards, Steve
Ladd, Sam Smith, Loyd Key, John
Whitrner, Danny Parrish, Bud Miller
and Carl Hosford. The call was
dispatched by the Mercy Professional
Ambulance.
Sunny but Cool
Becoming sunny but cool this af-
ternoon with high in the mid and upper
50s. Fair and very cool with scattered
frost likely tonight, low in the mid and
uppf i 30s. Tuesday mostly sunny and a
little warmer, high in the mid and
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served three two-year terms, during
which he was chairman of the council's
Picks and Recreation Committee.
His community service also includes
several years on the Red Cross Board of
Directors and he was recently'
recognized for providing over 500
volunteer hours in water safety and
small craft instruction.
Mrs. Alexander is the former Doris
Snyder of Owensboro and they have two
children: David, a certified public
accountant with Ernst-Ernst,
Lexington, and Mrs. John (Cindy
Witham of Knoxville, Tenn. They live at
1320 Wells Ave., in Murray.
Besides Alexander and Farrell other
past winners of the distinguished
professor award at Murray State are:
Dr. C. S. Lowry, 1964; Dr. Liza Spann,
1965; Dr. Max Carman, 1966; Dr.
Walter Blackburn, 1967; Mrs. Evelyn
Linn Allbritten, 1968; Robert K. Baar,
1969; William B. Taylor, 1970; Dr. Karl
F. Hussung, 1971; E. B. Howton, 1972:
Miss Rubie Smith, 1973; and Dr. Robert
F. Alsup, 1974.
Dr. Rex Alexander (right center) is presented the award as the
Distinguished Professor of the Year by Richard W. Farrell, the 1973
recipient Also shown is R. William Taylor, Birmingham, Mich., banquet
speaker
Three Murray State Graduates
Chosen As Distinguished Alumni
Three Murray State University
graduates who have distinguished
themselves in their fields have been
chosen as Distinguished Alumni by the
Murray State Alumni Association.
Their selections, announced Saturday
by Murray State President Constantine
W. Curris at the annual alumni
banquet, brings to 19 the total number
so honored in -the 54-year history of the
institution. Named Were:
Donald M. Prince, a 1948 graduate of
Murray State and a native of Crossville,
III. He is currently a vice-president of
Rand McNally and Co., Chicago, and
directs its Educational Publishing
CAI I OWAY HICH FRIA—Calloway County High School placed several
students in the FBI A State Convention in touissille last weekend_ Awards
included third plai e bulletin board. third place scrapbook, third place
business math team. and first place in business math scoring in the state,
Kevin Bowen. from left are Randy Hutchens. Kaths ( alhoun, Kevin Bowen,
Teesa Erwin. Stanley Anderson, Kevin Penick. Shari Tucker. Gail Brame.
Sponsors are N. P. Paschall. and. not included here, Mrs. Jo Anne Harris.
ciail Photo by °avid Hill
Division. He is also chairman of the
Illinois Board of Higher Education, the
statewide coordinating board for all
universities, colleges, and community
colleges. He was appointed to the
position by Gov. Dan Walker in 1973.
Van Bogard Dunn, a native of Sedalia
and a member of the Class of 1946. For
the past 16 years he has served as dean
and professor of New Testament of the
Methodist Theological School,
Delaware, Ohio. He has also served as
pastor of the Methodist Church in
Kirksey and Jackson, Tenn. He also
served on the faculty of the Department
of Religion of Lambuth College in
Jackson.
L. J. Hortin, professor emeritus and
recipient of a master's degree from
Murray State in 1943 and honorary
doctoral degrees from Murray and
McKendree College, Lebanon, Ill. He
began his association with Murray
State as a teacher of journalism and
publicity director in 1928. He left to
serve as director of the School of
Journalism at Ohio University for 20
years, but returned to Murray in 1967 to
finish his career as an educator as
chairman of the Department of Jour-
nalism before his retirement in 1974. He
currently lives in Murray.
The recipients were selected by a
special committee appointed by the
Alumni Association's Executive
Council following their nomination by
members of the association.
(See Professors, Page 121
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Cpffee Cup Chatter
someone else and who will
guide him toward maturity.
—Sue Fraser, Bardwell.
++
There is danger of falls and
burns in the bedroom and
falls, poisoning and electric
shock in the bathroom. Know
the potential danger of the
medicines stored in your
bathroom and use them
carefully. — Mrs. Barletta
Wrather, Murray.
+++
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
When using underlining, cut
a first and transfer all marks
to underlining only. Use
marked underlining as a
construction guide. On fashion
fabric, simply mark a dot at
the end of darts W match
marked underlining. — Dean
Roper, 'Mayfield.
+++
Lack of yard space should
not prevent you from enjoying
home-grown vegetables. It is
possible to raise a garden on a
patio, porch, balcony, or
windowsill. The plants are
able to serve as ornamental
specimens as well as a source
of food. More and more
vegetables which grow well in
containers are being
developed. With a little
practice, you can easily grow
a successful "city garden." —
Patricia Curtsinger, Benton.
++ +++
All parents, at times, feel Practice safety when using
inadequate and insecure, but a power lawn mower. NEVER
most children also experience put gasoline in a hot mower.
a mixture of feelings. ALWAYS wear shoes with
- Therefore, we need to hard toes. Read your owner's
remember that the one thing manual carefully and follow
vital to a growing child is good directions. Never go off and
parents who really love him leave the mower running—not
and accept him as he is even for a moment. — Maxine
without comparing him with Griffin, Clinton.
Here are Tips to Compare
Mixing old and new pieces of
furniture is popular today. It
is also practical, as you don't
find it necessary to discard
good, old pieces, yet still have
the freedom to add new ones.
A mixture of old and new
furniture — when well chosen
— can make very interesting
rooms and can add spice and
charm to your room. —
Mildred Potts, LaCenter.
Existing vs. New Homes
Chicago (NFS) -
Homebuilders are predicting a
25 per cent increase in
construction in 1976, divided






sf, If the economy picks up
some steam and puffs up public
confidence, the homebuying
public, which has been
g: concentrating heavily on used
homes during the
t construction slump, will then
have a little more to choose
from.
AND WHILE it's certainly
nice to have a choice, there's a
drawback: decision-making
becomes more complicated.
"Choosing between new or
used homes is a real dilemma
for many people," notes
Robert G. Walters, senior vice
president of 'Baird & Warner,
Inc., one of' the largest real
estate companies in the Chicago
area.
"Both brand new homes and
older ones have their
advantages and disadvantages.
Before you actually start
hunting it's a good idea to
weigh the features in advance
and decide philosophically
which way you want to go," he
said.
HE OFFERS the following
for your consideration:
The new house: If you're
reasonably certain that you're
buying from a reliable builder,
the advantages will include
new, solid construction that
should be worry-free for some
years to come, new, guaranteed
equipment throughout; and the
pleasures that come from
overall newness. Disadvantages
may include an unexpected
drain on your financial
resources for such items as
fencing, landscaping, and
interior or exterior extras. if all
of these features are included,
you'll be paying for them in the
price of the house.
The used house: Advantages
may include outstanding
location; more spaciousness for
the money; expensive, beautiful
landscaping; good, usable
carpeting, draperies, and blinds;
and many built-in extras at no
cost to you. If the house is 10
years old or older, however,
you may incur expenses of
replacing the water heater or air
conditioning unit, some
electrical or plumbing repairs;
and the need for general
interior and exterior repairs and
remodeling.
"Cuckoo" Not Included In Dollar Nit"
Best Picture of The !sari
Monday, April 26
Adult Great Books Group
will meet at the Calloway
.County Public Library at
seven p.m.
--
Oak Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Mrs. Freda Humphreys ar
seven p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.
La Leche League will meet
at the home of Jane Flint, 107
Clark Street, at 7:30 p.m.
Blood River Baptist WMU
will meet at Cherry Corner
Church at seven p.m.
Senior recital by Sue Ann
West, piano, will be at seven
p.m. at the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Annex, MSU.
North Georgia State College
Choir will be presented in a
choral concert at Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Annex, at 8:15 p.m.
Annual Light Bulb and
Broom Sale of Murray Lions
Club will be held.
Tuesday, April 27
Annual Light Bulb and
Broom Sale of Murray Lions
Club will be held.
Tuesday, April 27
Murray Area Council of
International Reading
Association will have a
banquet at Lamplighter
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Mrs. McKeel at two
p.m.
Senior Breakfast for
Murray State will be in
ballroom of Waterfield
Student Union Building, MSU,
at eight a.m.
Banquet for Murray State
forensic participants who
have competed in-
tercollegiately this year will
be at seven p.m. at Training
Room of Winslow Cafeteria,
MSU.
Tuesday, April 27
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter
Community Center.
Tau Phi Lambda will meet
with Jean Richerson with
Donna Garland as cohostess
at seven p.m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Open house at Murray
Cooperating Preschool will be
at seven p.m. for parents and
parents interested in enrolling
children. Call Jane Denbow
753-8417 for information.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for senior citizens with
first aid lesson at 10:30 a.m.,
sack lunch at 11:45 a.m., and
band and square dancing at
12:30p.m.




will be at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Ails
Center, MSU.
Wednesday, April 28
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
will meet at the home of Jan
Maddox at 1:30 p.m.
Activities for Senior Citizens
at the Community Center on
North 2nd Street will start at
one p.m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at the Murray Country
Club at noon with Mrs. Ted
Billington as chairman.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.rrv
with Mrs. Matt Sparkman an1
Mrs. T. C. Doran as chairmen
Ladies tee off coffee for g )1t
Will be at nine a.m.
By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS ;:;:;SS,:;;;S:;:;:w•:•:•:•:•:::
Now that Easter has come
and gone, we can plant and dig
and sow to our hearts content.
Of course there is the danger
yet of one of those lingering
frosts that could come along in
the next week or two. But we
can usually feel safe after
Easter has passed. That is a
strange quirk of nature, but a
pretty reliable one.
I am hoping that before this
gets into print, we will have
had a good soaking rain.
Plants are beginning to show
the lack of moisture and so be
sure to soak thoroughly any
plant or shrub you set out in
the yard right now. I planted
my white marigolds that I had
growing in the greenhouse,
and will have to waterthem
nearly every day until it rains.
Not only the warm weather
but the wind has dried out the
ground very quickly. Don't
wait until you see a plant
droop its leaves before you
water it. Everytime this
happens, it takes away
something from the strength
of the plant.
You can still set out shrubs
or plants of most any kind.
Just be sure the soil is loose
and loamy and give it plenty of
water. Really, you can move
or plant anything, anytime of
the year, with the proper
precautions It is a matter of
knowing what the plant
requires and following in.
I am happy to have been
able to get some pansies. I
have always loved them and
until last year had little
success with them But I found
the exact spot, with the right
soil and they thrived. So I am
putting out some more and
hope I can enjoy these lovely
little things -again this year
They take good soil, well
drained, very little sun, just a
couple of hours a day will do it.
Then sit hack and enjoy the
blossoms all summer long
Keep them picked and the,
will last longer.
Nasturtiums are another old
favorite. They need almost
full sun and bloom cheerfully
day after day through sun and
rain and wind. These old-
fashioned plants are hard to
beat. I believe in trying some
of the newer exotic things but
don't ever neglect nasturtium.
verbena bachelor button,
larkspur and those things our
grandmothers loved.
Remember to put your
coffee grounds on the shrubs
and save your tea leaves for
your roses. I don't know why
this is so good for them but put
them on while they are wet.
They look nice and seem to





The Baptist Women of the
West Fork Church met
Monday, April 19, at seven p.
m. at the home of Mrs. Ann
Nance.
Mrs Larue Sledd was the
leader of the program which
included a discussion on
missions and the work of the
church.
The president, Mrs Cozy
Garland. presided.
Those present were Mrs,
Gladys Gupton. Mrs. Marsha
Butterworth, Mrs. C,ra
By:rns, Mrs. Ann Nance, Mrs,
I arue Sledd, and Mrs. Cozy
Garland.
Gamma Gamma Chapter Has
Meet At Home Of Miss Beale
The Gamma Gamma
'hapter of Beta Sigma Phi
held its regular meeting on
Thursday, April 22, at 7:30
pm at the home of Miss
Martha Beale.
Founders Day was
celebrated Friday, April 23, at
7 30 p. m. at the Barn in
Fulton.
Saturday, May first at 10:00
a.m. in front of Singer Sewing





Baby Boy Adams (mother
Sharon M.), Rt. 3, Benton,
Baby Boy Williams (mother
Doris), Rt. 2, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Kathy J. Lawrence,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Frankie Colson
Jr., Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Ada B.
Kennedy, Rt. 4, Mayfield,
Mrs. Jane A. Thorn, Rt. 1,
Almo, Glen M. Harris, 700
Earl Ct., Murray, Harold
McCreery, 1114 Poplar,
Murray, William R. Joseph,
Rt. 2, Jackson, Tn., Mrs. Mary
F. Crick, 14.  1, Hardin, Mrs.
Shirley J. rFeeman, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Debris D.
Roberts, Rt, 7, Box 32,
Mayfield, Sammy Adams, 110
N. 10th., Murray, Charles A.
Storey, 1511 Martin Chapel
Rd., Murray, Thomas H.
Magraw, Box 282, Cadiz, Mrs.
Christi L. Lamb, Rt. 1, New
Concord, Berry C. Grace, Rt.
2, Hazel. Buford Downey, Rt.
8, Box 610, Murray, J. D.
Myatt, Rt. 3. Maytield, Miss
Lillie Outland, 810 S. 9th
Murray, Mrs Saran E Smith,
1625 Sunset Dr. Murray,
Eucley L Cohoori, 1800
College Fm. Ed, Murray,
Mrs. Lola J. Herderson, Rt 1,
Almo, James 0 Blakely
!expired), Rt. 8, Murray.
Your fried chicken will
a nicer browned crust. you
add a little paprika to the hour, •
salt, and Reaper mixture . kith %Fr
which you coat the chicken
Center will be the Mothers
Day Bazaar. The Bazaar is to
consist of items made by the
members.
Members present for the
meeting were: Martha Beale,
Sue Brandon, Beverly Brit-






Thomas, Edna Vaughn, Mary
Roseman, Alice Rouse, and
special guest, Julie English.
The WMU of Salem Baptist
Church met at the church on
Wednesday, April 14, at 7:30 p.
m.
Mrs. Estelle Blankenship
had the call to prayer. Mrs.
Hilda Winchester was in
charge of the program- on
"Ethiopia, Community
Development."
Others on the program were
Mrs. Olena Armstrong
-Mobile Medical Clinics;"-4
Mrs. Anna Belt S4npó
-Veterinary Medtt





Also present were Mrs.
Winnie Crouch, Mrs. Evon
Burt, Mrs. Elizabeth Mat-
thews, and Miss Amy
Paschall.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Orvis Fielder of Murray




Brian Murdock of Murray
has been a patient at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
LADY OF MONKTON, by
Elizabeth Byrd. Stein.
Set in 15th century Scotland,
LADY OF MONKTON is a
suspenseful tale of adventure
and sorcery that 4rt11151tase
readers of historical romance.
THE VELVET GLOVE, by
Noel B. Gerson. Nelson, Inc.
A few hours after his
inauguration, President
James K. Polk walked a few
blocks from the White House
to pay his respeets to the
-formidable widow of a
predecessor. He found
seventy-seven year old Dolly
Madison running a foot race
with two teen-aged girls. This
is her story.
JOURNEY OF A DREAM
ANIMAL, by Kathleen Jenks.
Julian.
Ms. Jenks uses herself as an
example as she attempts to
teach readers more about the
,psychology of images and the
Aiscovery of many ways of
speaking with symbolic and
other dream figures and
f o.r
personages.
THE MOON LAMP, b)
Mack Smith. Knopf.
This is a thriller about a
couple whose obsessive love of
the past peoples their house
with ghosts who finally con-
sume them.
BEYOND THE CROSS AND
THE SWITCHBLADE, by
David Wilkerson. Revell.
Here is a look back at
memorable characters from
the original book THE CROSS
AND THE SWITCHBLADE,
and a brief review of what
they are doing today.
THE BOYS FROM BRAZIL,
by Ira Levin. Random.
'The author of
ROSEMARY'S BABY has
written this new con-
temporary nightmare,
chilling and all too possible.
SOLO INSTRUMENTAI.
AND CHAMBER MUSIC, by
David Ewen. Watts.
This book describes the
works of the standard
repertory, giving background
information about the pieces
and the periods in which they
were written.
We are pleased to an-
runance that Marcia Wes--
birde-elect of Robert
II,Nnolds; has selected
her China and Crystal
(ram our complus, bridal
registry.
Robert—and  (arc.°
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By Estelle Spiceland
April 12, 1976
If this cool weather con-
tinues, instead of gardening, I
may start reading the stack of
old magazines, McCall's,
Journals, and Red Books,
found in the attick of the old
home and dating as far back
as 1927. Such magazines are
precious now.
It will be refreshing to
celebrate the Bicentennial
year re-reading papers
marked by my mother as
"good" before sex and crime
filled all the pages.
We could learn much about
olden times from the many
still left who remember the
hardships of the past, and how
to triumph over them.
Recently we were inspired
by visiting two aged sisters,
Mrs. Lenore Jones, age 89,
nursing 91 year old Miss
Beatrice Locke who had a
broken hip. When asked how
they managed alone, Mrs.
Jones pointed upwards saying
•'Not alone, he helps."
A neighbor, Loman Bailey,
could say the same as he does
his housework while his in-
valid wife sets in her wheel
chair, helpless.
So many who have lost their
loved ones and face the
loneliness have had to learn
"Thy rod and thy staff, they
Comfort me," Psalms 23.
May the Jake Claxton
family of Hamlin who so
suddenly lost 42 year old
William, an only son, in an
automobile accident in
McCracken County, and all
the bereaved ones who have
lost loved ones find true the
words, He restoreth my
soul."
We heard good news at a
funeral home that Rainey
Elkins was being baptized on
Easter Sunday.
Spring revivals have been in
progress in Murray and most
local churches.
Young Larry Salmon, now
pastor at Coldwater's new
Baptist Church, was the
speaker at Mt. Carmel. His
brother, Billy, sings with the
Kings Sons.
Mrs. Burman Parker after a
month's visit to California
with Mrs. Lawrence Parker is
back home with her as her
guest.
Concord natives can be
found in many places. The
former Bobbie Grubbs of
Calloway, now a resident in
California, invited the
Parkers to her home, a visit as
enjoyable as seeing the sights
in San Francisco.
My rare tour from the
Concord community was to
the Jenny Stuart Hospital in
Hopkinsville recently while
Guy Lovins was there for
allergy tests. The Tom Nances
of Hopkinsville now live here.
The Bicentennial year can
go down in history as being the
first year for the long
established little village of
Concord to be without a store.
Fishermen cannot buy a cold
drink here.
But Concord is now the
home of famous Stan Hit-
chcock, and the Red Country
Music Barn draws crowds.
An Concord Cemetery
shows signs of progress.
Frank McCuiston has com-
pleted the wrought iron sign
saying "New Concord
Cemetery.'
Finally the new addition to
the grounds is now completed,
being graded, limed, and
seeded.
So when the last final hymn
shall be chanted, Concord
does offer a place to rest.
Very crisp bacon may be eat
en with the fingers, say
etiquette experts, but bacon
with any vestige of fat must
be cut with fork ot knife and
eaten with the fork.
The "Soft Life" Bra lust what everyone wants—to make
everything you wear look sweetly rounded Nothing
mars the s-m-o-o-t-h line; the cups of silky Dacron'
polyester are seamless, inside and out. So soft next to the
skin. Comfortable power net frame and wings are nylon
and Lycra' spandex. Star White, Crystalene Blue, Honey
Beige, nicely outlined with a delicate scalloped edge.
CONTOUR "SOFT LIFE", with a fluff of fiberfill shaping
Sizes 32-36 A cup; 32-38 B and C. $7 50.
DEAR ABBY: Something bothers me, and I would like
your opinion and the opinion of others who have dealt with
this problem.
Is it considered proper to smell food that is served to you
before eating it?
I am seriously considering marrying a man who does this,
and I find it extremely irritating and embarrassing. He
smells the food in the finest restaurants, at the homes of
friends and even at my home. It's not just a quick sniff—he
puts his nose right down near the food and smells it
thoroughly!
We are bpth in our late 50s and have been married before.
Outside of this one fault, he is intelligent, charming and
delightful company. But I'm not sure I could sit down for
three meals a day with a man who has this disgusting habit.
Or am I too picky?
DEAR PICKY: Diplomatically tell the gentleman that
his habit bothers you and suggest that he be less obvious,
about it. Don't insist that be drop the habit unless you want ,
to drop HIM. Old habits die hard.
DEAR ABBY: Dad and us kids want to get Mom a
"mother's bracelet" for Mother's Day. It will have a charm
with each of her children's name and birth date engraved on
it.
Last year my oldest brother died, and I wonder if we
should include his name and birth date. He was a very'
important part of our family, even though he wai mentally
retarded.
Do you think it would make Mom sad to have his charm
on her bracelet? We don't want to make her unhappy, but
we don't want her to think we'h'e forgotten him. Thank
you.
MOM'S KIDS
DEAR KIDS: Include a charm for your oldest brother. I
think your mom would appreciate it. You are very loving
and thoughtful children to consider it.
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I disagree on something and
hope you can settle it.'
Is it all right to tell a hostess to please put the dogs and
cats out of sight during dinner?
The situation is as follow's: My wife's mother has two
dogs and three cats who have the run of the house I don't
mind pets if they are clean-looking and don't stay under my
feet all the time. My mother-in-law's pets are always un her
lap. She feeds them while she eats and serves others, which
spoils my appetite.
Also, one dog is part St. Bernard, and he drools and
slobbers all the time, which also isn't very appetizing. Plus
the cats seem to have chronic eczema, and their visible sores
turn my stomach.
My wife says Mom's pets are 10-se her "children,- and as
guests, we should look the other way and not say anything.
I say, I should politely ask Mom to please put the pets in
another room while we're eating.
What do you say?
DEAR WEAK: If your description of the pets is
accurate, I'm with you all the way!
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 2e
Someone may try to involve
you in a personal problem.
Steer clear of the situation -- as
your instinct probably warns.
TAURUS
(Apr 21 to May 21i 6€67
Whatever your plans, take
into account new trends and
ideas, changing maneuvers to
fit current situations.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 149'
Beneficent Mercury in-
fluences now heighten imagina-
tion and encourage your ingen-
ious methods. Capitalize on
A1,I, of your talents and you
should do extremely well.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23, 09(c)
Especially favored now:
conferences, making plans for
the future, pursuits which
stimulate the intellect.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Hold off expansion of ac-
tivities until you make sure you
are within safe Limits, and can
handle the -extras- without
deserting primary interests
VIRGO




cleverly will be wiser than
reaching for ' better pros-
pects,- however
LIBRA
Sept 24 to Oct 2_3 I
Pay no heed to glowing
reports or sensational rumors
especially if finances are
involved Keep on an even keel
and you should do well
SCORPIO
Oct 24 to Nov 22) irt iftC
Be ready to face competition.
You usually enely the stimula-
tion of this, but don't burn the
candle at both ends in your
desire to get ahead.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21.,
An associate will offer some
unexpected assistance. Be
receptive. The proffered help
will be genuine, the motive
sincere.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 72 to Jan. 20i
Routine will probably bore
you now, but don't idle time
away. Get busy on one of your




(Jan. 21 to Feb. -19)
If you've been interested in a
new project but have postponed
taking action, NOW is the time!
But be sure you have the know-
how and enough data to go on.
PLS('ES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i
There are tendencies now to
take off on tangents and to ease
up in effort just when more
persistence is needed Don't fail
yourself by yielding to such
inclinations.
YOU BORN TODAY are
meditative, scholarly, intuitive
and extremely sensitive. This
sensitivity works best in the
field of healing. which is why so
very many noted surgeons.
physicians and nurses have
been born under the Sign of
Taurus But it also gives You
awareness in many other
directions, such as invention,
philosophy, writing and pain.
mg You are also indornitabl
In military and scientific ;
fairs, for inotance, you belie, •
that the .'impossible" can t
done - and do it. The war
genius- hest sums up the we
developed Taurean born on th
date Birtheiate of, Gen.
Grant, 18th Pres , USA
Samuel Morse, inventor Mor
code).
Miss Barbara Ann Cornwell
and Robert Lewis Boar
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Cornwell of Grand Island, New
York, announce the approaching marriage of their daughter,
Barbara Ann, to Robert Lewis Baar, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert K. Baar of Murray.
eo. The wedding will take place on Saturday, June 12, at St.
41Rephens Church, Grand Island, New York.
Jeffrey's Remembers with
pleasure buying little gifts
.for their Mother for
your opportunity to bring
ti big. smile u:r your Mom
will soon be hope.
Bless Your Marti
"Mothers Day"
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By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
In 1975, the Attorney General's
Division of Consumer Protection
received more written consumer
complaints about mobile homes than
any other product. To help consumers
with this type problem, the Kentucky
General Assembly passed a mobile
home "lemon" law that will 'become
effective this June.
This mobile home "lemon" law was
enacted to protect you from having to
pay for or live in mobile homes which
pose an imminent danger to your
health, safety or right of occupancy
because of improper workmanship or
defective parts or materials.
If a defect which would cost the
owner more than four per cent of the
purchase price to repair or replace
cannot be made good after three at-
tempts by the manufacturer, the
mobile home may be declared a
"lemon" and you may be entitled to a
refund of the purchase price or a new
mobile home.
If you discover a defect within the
first 12 months after delivery, you have
certain legal rights. These rights must
be exercised according to procedures
established by this new law.
First, the owner must write a letter ti--
the manufacturer containing thi
following information: an accuratt
description of the conditions whicl
make the mobile home unsafe or un
suitable for living, your name ant
address and a statement saying you art
exercising your legal rights under tht
Kentucky mobile home law. Send the
letter by certified mail, return receipt
requested, to the manufacturer and
send a copy to the dealer who sold you
the mobile home. All of this must be
done within 10 days after discovering
the defect.
After the manufacturer receives your
letter, he must examine the mobile
home within 10 days and notify you
in writing of his findings.
The manufacturer may decide there
is no defect in your mobile home or that
it is due to abuse by you, the action of a
third party or an act beyond the
manufacturer's control. If you disagree
with his findings, you may have to bring
a legal action to enforce your rights. If
you should win in court, you will also be
entitled to reasonable attorney's fees.
If the manufacturer does discover a
defect and agrees to promptly repair or
replace it and grant a four month ex-
tension of the owner's rights under this
law, the owner must make the mobile
home available for repair at the home-
site within three days after receiving
the notification that it can be fixed.
If you do not do this, you cannot
exercise any further rights under this
law. In situations where the occupants
must find other lodging during the
repair period, the manufacturer must
provide equivalent accommodations or
accommodations acceptable to the
owner.
When the manufacturer agrees with
the consumer that the mobile home is a
"lemon," then he shall supply the
consumer with a new mobile home of
the same year and model or return the
purchase price minus any loss in value
due to abuse by the consumer or a third
party. If given a new mobile home, it
must be supplied at the home-site and
warranted as though it were just being
bought.
Remember when buying a mobile
Bible Thought
And the disciples did as Jesus had
appointed them; and they made
ready the passover. Matthew 26:19.
A faithful disciple of Christ is an
obedient follower.
Isn't It The Truth
A woman of experience and charm is
unlikely to be sorry for :he sins she has
committed. What she most regrets are
the sins she has not committed
home .that any repairs made prior to
delivery must be completely disclosed
in writing by the dealer, manufacturer
or wholesaler who made the repairs.
This is done so you will know whether or
not you have any immediate rights
under this law.
Also, the dealer selling the mobile
home must furnish the nape and ad- ,
dress of the dealer, manufacturer and
wholesaler, if any. This same in-
formation must be affixed to the mobile
home in a conspicuous place and shown
to the owner by the dealer.
If you would like additional in-
formation on this law or if you have a
consumer complaint, write the
Attorney General's Division of Con-
sumer Protection, Room 34, The
Capitol, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
The office has found that it can most
effectively deal with written com-
plaints and encourages you to write
when you have a complaint. However,
if you have an emergency situation, call





, .United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: 'Divestiture Disaster HARRIGAN
Seeking a scapegoat for higher oil
prices, resulting from the political
pricing of oil by foreign oil-producing
nations, liberals in Congress have
picked on U. S. oil companies and
determined to break up their
operations.
Specifically, the scapegoat-seekers
are calling for "divestiture," namely a
change in the law which would prohibit
American oil companies from com-
bining production, refining, tran-
sportation and marketing. Divestiture,
in other words,. means dismem-
berment.
The legislation designed by the ad-
vocates of "divestiture" also would
limit the areas of the energy business in
which a company can be involved. For
example, a large oil company would be
barred from mining coal or uranium.
Proponents of "divestiture" argue
Potin' On The Dog
It may be simply a concidence
but it's still appropriate.
According to a UPI feature, the
owner of the Going to the Dogs pet







By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT-When will the Ken-
tucky Court of Appeals be created
under the constitutional amendment
approved by the voters in 1975?
The best guess is around July 1 ac-
cording to Supreme Court Chief
Justice Scott Reed, maybe a little
sooner.
The amendment and enabling
legislation says the governor is to
appoint four members, the Kentucky
Bar Association is to elect two mem-
bers and Chief Justice Reed will con-
stitute a nomination committee for the
14 Appellate Judgeships, two from each
district. This committee is to nominate
three judges from each of the seven
districts, and the governor is to choose
two within 60 days after the nomination.
If he doesn't act within 60 days, then
Justice Reed makes the appointments.
Deadline for the Bar Association
balloting is May Wto 15.
Judge Reed said last week he hopes
the appellate appointments are made
by mid-June. The new biennial budget
begins July 1 that provides funds for the
courts, but there is an emergency fund
to provide office desks and other
necessary equipment so the offices
could become operative by July 1.
The new Appellate Court, with 14
members, will be structured this way:
The new judges will elect their own
cheif judge and his duties will be chiefly
administrative. One of the 14 will be
named a swing judge and the other 12
will be divided into panels of three
each. The swing judge will fill in for
anyone ill on any of the four panels.
The appointed judges all will have to
run for re-election in November, 1976
for a full eight year term on a non-
partisan ballot. There will be no
primary this first time, but in 1984 there
will be a primary election. The two
getting the most votes in the district
then will be on the fall ballot.
For this year, however, the one
getting the largest number of votes in
the November election, regardless of
how many run, will be elected. This
makes all of the appellate judges up for
election the same year, but the
Supreme Court Judges will run at the
time their present terms expire, thus
creating a situation where all are not
elected the same year.
If the appellate judges are named
before July 1, their salaries will be the
same ($32,000, as the present salary for
Supreme Court Judges. But after July
1, a new salary schedule was adopted
by the 1976 General Assembly. The
chief justice of the Supreme Court's
salary will be $39,500 a year, and other
judges will receive $39,000. The chief
Justice of the Court of Appeals will be
$37,500 and the others willl receive a
salary of 837,000. The salary of circuit
judges will be $35,000.
The lowest tier of the court system,
distnct judges, will become effective
January I, 1978 under the amendment
but enabling legislation will be passed
by a special session of the General
Assembly Gov. Julian Carroll will call
The Murray Ledger & Times
7Ne Murray Ledger 4 Times is
pithl,shati every afternoon except Sun-
days Judy 4. Christmas Doy New Year's
Day and Thonkseiying by Murray
Newspapers. Inc 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Morrow
Ky 420/1
SUBSCRIPTION RAU t area, served
by comers. 12 75 per month payable in
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and to Benton. Nordin Mayfield Stdolio
and Farmington Ky and Paris,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn 115 00
per year By moil to other destinations.
$30 00 pie year
Member of Associated Press Ken
lucky Press Association ond Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
between Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Their salaries have - not been
established but are expected to be
around $30,000, or could be $32,500 if the
spread between the other court salaries.
is maintained.
Candidates for the district judgeships
will run in a primary in May, 1977 and
the two getting the most votes in each
district on the non-patisan ballot will
run in November.
A spokesman for Gov. Carroll said he
has not indicated when he will appoint
his hum members to the Court of
Appeals nominating committee, but
speculation here is that he may wait
until after theMay presidentidal
primary.
There is only one definite item
established in the call for the special
legislative session and that is the
district court system. However, the
governor has said he may include no-
fault insurance and the Jefferson
County sewage bond issue. The two
latter subjects are dependent up




By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 26, the 117th
day of 1976. There are 249 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this day in 1607, Capt. John Smith
landed at Cape Henry, Va., with the
first group of colonists who would
establish a permanent English set-
tlement in America.
On this date:
In 1783, 7,000 Tories sailed from New
York for Nova Scotia.
In 1785, the American naturalist and
artist John James Audubon was born in
Haiti.
In 1865, Abraham Lincoln's assassin.
John Wilkes Booth, was captured on a
farm near Port Royal, Va.
In 1925, Paul von Hindenberg was
elected president of Germany.
In 1954, it was announced that 900,000
American children would receive in-
jections in a nationwide test of Salk
antipolio vaccine.
In 1964, the African nations of
Tanganyika and Zanzibar merged,
forming Tanzania.
Ten years ago: .A sidewinder missile,
launched by a U.S. jet, shot down the
first Communist MIG21 of the Viet-
namese war.
Five years ago: A presidential
commission recommentied that
Communist China be admitted into the
United Nations, with Nationalist China
retaining its membership.
One year ago: Tens of thousands of
labor union members marched and
rallied in Washington, urging gover
nment action to provide more jobs.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer Carol
Burnett is 42. Writer Bruce Ja%
Friedman is 46.
Thought for today: We must not, in
opening our schools to everyone,
confuse the idea that all should have
equal chance with the notion that all
have equal endowments — Adlai
Stevenson, 1900-1965.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, Congress acted on
petitions arising from reverses in the
Northern campaign. One general was
advanced 00-because of a lack of
 money.
that breaking up large oil companies
would make them more competitive
and help lower prices. The argument
doesn't hold water. Dismantling the U.
S. oil industry would only further
weaken the U. S. position in negotiating
with the international oil cartel
dominated by the Arab oil states.
Prof. Neil Jacoby of the Graduate
School of Management at The
University of California, recently
testified that breaking up the oil
companies "would lead to higher-
priced petroleum products, would in-
crease dependence upon foreign
energy, and would strengthen and
prolong the effectiveness of the OPEC
cartel."
The drive for dismemberment of the
large, integrated oil companies stems
from emotional and political bias.
Despite the political myths, the oil
business is not a concentrated industry.
The largest domestic crude producer
accounts for no more than 8 per cent of
U. S. output The largest refiner has 8.3
per cent of total American refinery
capacity. The largest marketer of
gasoline has 8.2 per cent of the
business.
William P. Tavoulareas, president of
Mobil Oil Corp., recently testified
before the . Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee's Subcommittee on Antitrust
and Monopoly that "In the United
States there are more than 8,000
companies engaged trr exphaiation for
and production of oil and gas, about 130
in refining, and some 15,000 wholesale
marketers."
The congressional liberals, who
advoacte dismemberment, simply
ignore these facts. They also ignore the
need for sizeable companies capable of
raising large sums of capital. For
expample, one oil company recently
spent $350 million for a single producing
platform in the North Sea. A new
refinery may cost as much as $800
million. Obvisously, finding, refining
and getting substantial quantities of
new oil to market requires huge outlays
by private companies. If American oil
companies are dismembered, private
enterprise isn't likely to be able to meet
the en -rgy needs of the American
people.
That would suit many liberals. They
want to get private enterprise out of the
energy business. They want to
nationalize energy development and
production. But the vast majority of the
American people don't want a
socialized energy industry which would
be operated by bureaucrats at tax-
payer expense.
As for keeping the oil industry out of
mining, that makes no more sense than
prohibiting automakers from
manufacturing trucks and railway
locomotives. Mining has been neglected
in the United States for a number of
years, and hampered by environmental
extremists who oppose surface mines.
To develop the coal and uranium the
American people need in the years
ahead, the mining industry must have
access to additional sources of capital.
The oil industry's interest in other
forms of energy development is both
logical and constructive.
If the American people want
adequate energy in the future, they
must prevent the dismemberment of
the oil industry by politicians who
prefer nationalization to the free
operation of private, enterprise. The
immediate need is for the public to
realize that "divestiture" is a move
toward socialism as well as a giant step
away from energy self-sufficiency.
awe 
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hEARTLIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio. 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
Headline: Can you explain how a
railroad worker establishes a current
connection under the railroad
retirement program? — P.E. L.
Answer: A railroad worker
establishes a current connection if he
works in the railroad industry 12 of the
30 months directly preceding his
retirement or death. If an employee
leaves the railroad industry prior to his
retirement or death and does not
establish a current connection there is
an alternative method that may apply.
This method applies only when an
employee has 12 months of railroad
service in a 30-month period and has not
had regular non-railroad employment
after that period. For example, a man
works 20 straight years in the railroad
industry. At the end of these 20 years,
he stops working even though he is only
age 55. If he does not have regular
employment outside the railroad in-
dustry, then he will have a current
connection established upon his
retirement or death. However, self-




Mrs. Elizabeth Thomason, executive
secretary of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross,
attended a meeting of the Regional Red
Cross Blood Center held in Nashville,
Tenn.
Deaths reported include Paul G.
Chambers, J. I. (Fate) Jones, and
Oscar L. Holt, Sr.
Thomas Forrest of the Mathematics
Department of Murray State Univer-
sity spoke at the dinner meeting of the
Murray Civitan Club held at Triangle
Inn.
Dr: Gordon Hunter discussed "Wild
Plants" at the meeting of the Nature's
Palette Garden Club held at the
Murray-Calloway County Public
Library.
Births reported include a boy, Russell
Allen, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lee
Turner on April 27, and a girl, Kelli
Noel, to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Nix
Crawford on April 22.
20 Years Ago
Natural gas for Murray became a
reality yesterday when the City Council
of Murray authorized Mayor George
Hart to accept the bid for the con-
struction of a natural gas system in the
city.
Mrs. Burnett Williams, age 70, died
April 24 at her home on Murray Route
Three.
Kathryn Riley Williams and George
Ligon have been awarded graduate
assistantships_ to the University of
Indiana School of Business.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Cain on April 12 and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lyles on
April 12.
Miss Beverly Stout will be a con-
testant in the Beauty Contest at the
Fish Fry at Paris, Tenn., on April 27.
She will be sponsored by the Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
Interstate Commerce Commission,
National Mediation Board and the
Railroad Retirement Board) will not
break a current connection.
Any employee who has established a
current connection at the time he starts
receiving his railroad retirement an-
nuity cannot have it broken.
Heartline: How does the Railroad
Retirement Board determine who will
receive supplemental annuities and
how large they will be?—F.J.F.
Answer: A supplemental annuity is
payable to any retired railroad worker
who worked at least 25 years in the
railroad industry and has a current
connection with the industry.
The amounts of supplemental annuity
awards made after 1974 ranged from
$23 to $43. The minimum, $23, is
awarded to those employees who
retired with 25 years service in the
railroad industry. There is an ad-
ditional $4 award made for each year of
service over 25 years up to the
maximum total supplemental annuity
of $43.
Heartline: I thought I heard that your
organization has written a book ex-
plaining Medicare. Is this true?
J.C.T.
Answer: Heartline has developed its
own guidebook on Medicare. It is a very
easy-to-understand booklet written in
question-and-answer form. In addition
Headline has included a section
showing some of the problem areas of
the Medicare program. You can obtain
this booklet by sending $1.50 to Hear-
tline's "Guide to Medicare," 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. The book
is completely guaranteed, and if you
are not satisfied you may return it for a
full refund. Please allow 30 days for
delivery.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your
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Let's Stay Well
Climate, Weather and Health
Climate and weather affect
our health and physical diseases
A major specialty. tropical
medicine, deals with a hnst of
diseases endemic to the hot,
humid tropics Marty illnesses
are brought on by bacteria, amp
or parasites Certain insects
thnve in particular climates and
serve as a means of transfernng
infections Los-al animals may he
numerous and dangerous and
many of the plants may he toxic
to eat or harmful to touch
finght direct sunlight may in
urea" the incidence of ,kin
cancer on exposed parts of the
body
The humi4ihndition of the al
masphere may encourage beat
rat, bacterial or fungal attacks
on the skin and chafing or scald-
ing of the skin
The frigid area, ma i tiring
dangers of frostfole or rtaii km
balance howaire of a lack of
ariet) of foods especially
eater-soluble y ,iamins in
By F.J.L. Ellastrtgame, M D
vegetables laving closely with
others may encourage the
spread Of sliSeasei: 'such as
tuberculous.
Moderate climate zones en-
courage more human drive and
accomplishments
Reasorts are obscure as to why
the seasons affect certain dis-
ea.ses For example. epiciemics of
influenza usually begin in the
fall. progress during winter, and
disappear in the spring to re-
main absent during summer.
only to recur in the fall of the
year Peptic ulcers are said to be
more common in springtime.
Many diseases are seasonal and
explainable. such as allerfor to
ragweed Yet others arf" unex-
plainable - example. retinal
detachments artt,more common
in than during the winter
Children grow more slowly in
the winter, hut their growth in-
creases in the spring. However.
their maximian weigYit tnereasie
usually occurs between Septem
ber and NOWT her
Weather Influrnres our
behavior and moo* When the
barometric pressure is high we
tend to have an upswing in
energy. cheer and effectiveness,
but low premium tends to pro-
duce gloominess irritability and
slowed performance Perhaps
these reactions date back to pri-
mitive times when life was even
more affected by weather
Of course, these generaliza-
tions about the effects of weather
vary with each of us, depending
on how our bodies are function-
ing at the moment
Q Mrs A Q. expresses concern
that she may have harmed her
fanoly by feeding them foods
containing the dve which has
been receiving so much publicity
lately
A You are probahli referring
to Red No 2. which was harmed
-rerNIK Try"lie FOod and Drug
Administratsin (FDA) The dye
Blasingame
has been used for years by
millions of persom as a coloring
in a wide sanely of foods, drugs
and cosmetics', including candy.
pft, soda and lipstick No evi-
dence of harm to a human has
been demonstrated The FDA
action was precautionary
because very large (Imes of Red
No 2 caused cancers in rats
Q MtJR wants to knbw if
shoes with "negative heels" have
advantages
A. Most authorities agree that
the "negative heel" shoe (or
Earth Shoe) has no advantages
in the p-event ion or relief of foot.
leg or back troubles Admittedly,
going harefoot with no elevation
ir depression ureter the font is
natural. hut the advantages of
,loing so are not as g-pat as
wearing shoes to protect the feet
Elevation of the toes or heels has
no apparent benefit
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Scenes From The Alumni Banquet
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Dr. Pete Panzera (left), chairman of the Department of Chemistry and Geology, and Dr. Ruth Cole, chairman
of the Department of Nursing, were presented 25-year service awards during the banquet program by State
Sen. Pat McCuiston of 4embrolci. president-elect of the Alumni Association and immediate past vice-
president.
Looking at a 1951 yearbook with Charles L Eldridge, Murray, one ot the co-
chairmen for the Class of '51's reunion, are Harold Young and his wife, the for-
mer Doris Culver of Dexter They now live in Florence, Ala.
ma.
A commemorative piece of pottery, struck especially for the occasion by Prof. Fred Shepard in the Depart -ment of Art, was presented by President Curris to each member of the Class of 1926. Shown receiving theirsare, from the left, Mrs. Martha S. Carter, Mrs. Evelyn Linn Albritten and Mrs. Robbie Tinsley Harrison, all ofMurray, and Mrs. Mary Campbell Williams, Paducah.
Both classes recognized were represented by mother an
Reba Miller of Murray, Class of 26, and Mrs. Clara Jane
Covington, Tenn., Class of '51. They are being served by Mrs.
Frank of Murray, Class of '51.
Distinguished Alumni (from left) Dr. Van Bogard Dunn of Delaware, Ohio, Class of '46, Dr. Donald M. Pnnce
of Chicago. Class of '48, and Dr. L l. Horton of Murray, Class of '43 (master's), are shown with Dr. Constantine
W. Curris, who presented the awards.




‘isiting with President Emeritus Harry M. Sparks at the Class of 'Si reunion
were Mr. and Mrs. john Petillo of Cave City. john, formerly of Neptune N. I
was a star football player of that era.
Mrs. laurine Wells toyett, Owensboro, right, poses before her portrait, unveiled at the banquet Saturday
night and which will hang in Lovett Auditorium. With her are her son. Wells, left, his wife, Mary and their son,
James, 11. Mrs. Lovett, daughter of Murray Slate Founder Rainey T. Wens, was a member of the first board of
regents.
The new alumni presiden', Richard I. ewis. Frankfort, visits with Mr. and Mrs. John Mc Kinney, Murras at the
Class of 'Si reunion. Mrs_ McKinney is the former Fdna Louise Calhoun of Golden Pond John natiyi•









LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
-A raged forward from New
Jersey tè the limelight
from local' heroes Darrell
Griffith and Bobby Turner as
the U.S. All-Stars edged the
Kentucky-Indiana All-Stars in
the Derby Festival Classic
basketball game.
Mike O'Koren, from Jersey
City, N.J., scored 28 points
and grabbed 14 rebounds for
the U.S:;—'which needed, an
overtime to stop Kentucky
Indiana 130-126 last Saturday,'
The victory was the second
straight for the U.S. team and
evened the brief series at 2-2.
"It's a good feeling to come
down here and show people
who don't know about you that
you can play," said O'Koren,
who was selected most
valuable player on the U.S.
Wan).
Scoring honors went to
Griffith, Louisville Male High
School's outstanding guard
called the best player in the
(ration in some circles. Griffith
had 29 points, three more than
Mile teammate Turner. But
Turner, who also grabbed 19
rebounds, was voted MVP for
Kentucky-Indiana.
O'Koren "is an excellent
basketball player," said
Kentucky-Indiana Coach Al
Erewitt. "He was able to do
thirtgi pretty much his own
way. He's a • really fun-
damentally sound player."
"He's probably the best
offensive rebounder in high
school at this time," said U.S.
Coach John Volpe. "He has




during regulation, the last at
Cavaliers Will Try To
Finish Bullets Tonight
By The Associated Press
The Cleveland Cavaliers,
dancing their way through the
National Basketball
Association playoffs, are
doing the hustle the way it's
supposed to be done.
And if they keep it up
*tonight, they'll hustle high-
powered Washington right off
the court and step into the
semifinals.
The Cavaliers, inthe playoff
for the first time in their six-
year history, lead the Bullets
3-2 in the best-of-seven series,
thanks to dashing Dick
Snyder, who ran into foul
trouble but still managed to
run up 26 points in Cleveland's
fifth-game victory Thursday
night, a 92-91 squaker.
In tonight's other quarter-
final playoff, the Golden State
Warriors, the NBA's defen-
ding champions and the
winningest team in the league
this season, take a 2-1 lead into
Game Four in Detroit. The
Warriors ran away from the
Pistons in the fourth period
last Saturday and won 113-96.
In Sunday's two playoffs,
Buffalo beat Boston 98-93 for
its first victory in three games
against the Celtics and Seattle
stayed alive with a 114-108
victory over Phoenix. The
Suns lead 3-2 in that series,
which resumes Tuesday night
in Phoenix. > Boston is at
Buffalo again Wednesday
night.
The Warriors figure to stick
with their winning formula
against Detroit -.smothering
Pistons' center Bob Lanier.
He had 23 iioints and 16
rebounds in Saturday's game
— but only six points and three
rebounds in the second half.
"They were double and
triple teaming me in the
second half," Lanier said.
"We had the open shots but
weren't hitting them and
that's a 15-foot shot, the kind a
professional team should
make."
Phil Smith led Golden State
with 34 points and Jamaal
Wilkes, who had just two
points in the first three
. quarters, added 15 in the final
period.
Randy Smith scored 29
points and Bob McAdoo
added 24 for Buffalo in Sun-
day's victory over Boston, but
both said Ernie DiGregorio
deserved the credit.
"He got everyone moving,"
McAdoo said, and Smith said:
"He gave me some good
passes, and when Ernie's
moving the ball like that, it's
tough for any team in the
league to beat us."
Bruce Seals' 28 points, 14 in
the final period, and Fred
Brow's 21 led Seattle past the
Suns. Phoenix, which had
managed a 61-61 tie early in
the second half, was then




GUILFORD, Vt. (AP) —
Guilford on Sunday honored
its most famous son, 20-year-
old Nordic ski champion Bill
Koch.
Koch won a silver medal in
the 30-kilometre cross country
ski event at the Olympic
Games at Innsbruck, Austria,
Feb. 4.
Notables at "Bill Koch Day"
included Gov. Thomas
Salmon, former U.S. Sen.
George Aiken, and Rep.
James Jeffords.
Koch received several gifts,
including an exotic wool skiing




112-107 with 2:00 left in the
fourth period. But Rickey
Brown of Atlanta, who con-
tributed 21 points and 22
rebolvds to the U.S, cae, hit
a pair ofaelose-in baSk&s. and
O'Koren added a laynp with 40
seconds remaining to tie
matters at 116-116 and force an
overtime.
O'Koren's layup with 2:53
left in the extra period put the
U.S. ahead for good at 122-121
and another O'Koren crip with
eight seconds remaining
seated the decision- -
Clyde Austin of Richmond,
Va., added 16 points for the
U.S., Glen Grunwald of
Franklin Park, Ill., and Butch
Carter of Middletown, Ohio,
had 12 each while Jay Shidler
of Lawrenceville, Ill., and Kiki
Vandeweghe of Pacific
Palisades, Calif., had 10 each.
Tim Stephens of McCreary
County, Ky., scored 18 for
Kentucky-Indiana; Anthony
Jackson of Lexington, Ky.,
and Mike Woodson of
Indianapolis had 11 apiece and
Brian Walker of Lebanon,
Ind., had 10.
TIJUANA, Mex. AP —
The wire at Agua Caliente
race track looked like a
merry-go-rdlind with four
horses across in the 11th race
Sunday.
After the race, practically
every bettor in the crowd
thought he had a winner, as
four horses crossed the finish
line virtually nose-to-nose.
The photo, however, showed
that Lelow and Dramatic
Award finished first in a dead
heat, with Bibotbob and
Banchory John also finishing
in a dead heat and sharing the
show meney a nose back.
Lewlow returned ;2.80 for
the win, and Dramatic Award











• HEAVLAtUTY HINCI s
• SAFTf.Y CHAIN
• KEY LOCK
• HAMMER FINISH POOR
HANDLE
• GENUINE CAST IRON
ORNAMENTATION
• DOORS HAVI 1" x 2" STE
FRAMES
• SATIN lit f INISH
THIS IS ONE OF R STRIKING DESIGNS NOW AVAIL ABLE AT
MYERS LUMBER COMPANY
"( all The lumber Number 247-6800"
Broadway At The Railroad-Mayfield
(MURRAY LEDGER 60 TIMED
PORTS
Racer Golfers 17th At
Chris Schenkle Tourney
The Murray State
University golf team finished
17th out of a field of 18 teams




Wake Forrest won title team
title with a total score of 1058
for 54 holes of golf, which
concluded Sunday.
Other scores were: ISU
1061, Georgia Southern 1065,
Georgia 1073, Florida State
1075, Auburn 1081, Alabama
1083, Florida 1086, East
Tennessee 1090, Furman 1091,
Indiana 1096, Tennessee 1097,
North Carolina State 1100,
Kentucky 1119, Memphis State
1123, Georgia Tech 1135;
Murray State 1142 and Middle
Tennessee 1145.
Phil Hancock, a two-time
All-American from Florida,
won the individual title with
an 11-under par 202 while Jay
Haas, a two-time All-
American from Wake Forrest,
was runnerup with 204.
Finishing third was Gary
Duren of Georgia Southern
with a 207' while Buddy Gar-
'drier of Aubqrn was fourth
with the same 207 total.
Racer scores were: Norman
Vacovsky 74-78-71 for a 223;
Kevin Klier 75-71-80 for a 226;
Mike Perpich 78-74-77 for a
229: Tommy Thomas 74-79-77
for a 230; Randy McCully 79-
79-78 for a 236 and Larry
Patton 79-79-79 for a 237.
The Racers will be idle until
May 10 when they travel to
Fall Creek Falls, Tn., for the
Ohio Valley Conference
Championship Toigney.
Last Horse To Arrive Should
Be First In Kentucky Derby
LOUISVILLE (AP) —
Honest Pleasure was the last
of the eight probable starters
to arrive at Churchill Downs
for next Saturday's Kentucky
Derby but is expected to be the
first across the finish line for
the first leg of thoroughbred
racing's Triple Crown.
Honest Pleasure, owned by
Bert Firestone, was vanned
here Sunday from Keeneland
where last Thursday he
strengthened his favorite role
by capturing the Blue Greasy




By The Associated Press
Ail Times EST
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EastW  Pcl. GB
New York 8 3 .727 —
Milwkee 6 3 .667 1
Boston 6 5 .545 2
Detroit 5 5 .500 21/2
Cleveland 4 6 .400 31/2
Baltimore 4 8 .333 41/2
West
Texas 7 5 .583 —
Oakland 8 6 .571 —
Kan City 5 6 .455 1/2
Chicago 4 5 4.44 1/2
Minn 5 7 .417 2
Calif 5 9 385 21/
Saturday's Results
Texas 5, Detroit 4
Oakland 8, Cleveland 7
New York 9, Kansas City 8,
11 innings
Minnesota 2, Baltimore 1, 14
innings
California at Milwaukee, ppd.
wet grounds
Boston at Chicago, ppd wet
grounds
Sunday's Results
Texas at Detroit, ppd rain
Kansas City at New York,
pod rain
Oakland 9, Cleveland 1
Boston at Chicago, ppd. rain
Minnesota 7, Baltimore 2
California at Milwaukee, ppd.
rain
Monday's Games
California (Tanana 1 1) at





California a' Baltimore, (n)
Boston at Kansas City, (n)
New York at Texas, (n)





7 5 583 —
6 5 .S45 1/2
New York 8 7 .533
Chicago
Montreal 
6 8 .429 2
5 8 385 21/
St Louis 5 8 .385 21/
West
Atlanta 85 .615 —
Cincinnati 8 5 .615
Houston 9 8 .579 1
San Fran 7 6 .538 1
San Diego 7 7 500 1/2
Los Ang 5 9 357 31/2
Saturday's Results
Cincinnati 6, Montreal 4
San Francisco 3, Pittsburgh 1
Philadelphia 10, Atlanta 5
New York 7, Houston 1
Los Angeles 1, Chicago I
San Diego 4. St. Louis 3
Sunday's Results
A'lan•a 3, Philadelphia 2
Cincinnati 7, Montreal 0
New York .4, Houston 2
St Louis 3 San Diego 1
Lios, 
rigs
5. Chicago , 10inn ng
Pittsburgh 3, San Francisco 0
Monday's Games
Houston (Richard 2-1) at
Montreal (Fryman 21)
Atlanta (Ruthven 3-0) at New
York (Lolich 03)
GT I nii;S (Forsch 00) at San
Francisco (Barr 1.1)
Cincinnati (Norman 3-0) at
Philadelphia (Kaat 1.1), (n)
Chicago (R Reuschel 0-01 at
San Diego (Greif 0-1), (n)
Pittsburgh (Meech 1-1) at
Los Angeles (John 0 11, In)
Tuesday's Games
Houston at Montreal
Atlanta at New York
Cincinnati at Philadelphia,
(n)
Chicago at San Diego, (n1
Pittsburgh Cl Los Angeles,
In)
St Louis a' an Francisco,
(n)
1/2
Experts figure the 1 ks-mile
Derby as a two-horse race
with Bold Forbes, the Wood
Memorial winner owned by E.
Rodriguez Tizol of Puerto
Rico, as the second choice.
Meantime, a surplise
starter popped into the Derby
picture Sunday when Amano
was given the-treen light by
owner J4ines C. Irvin, a
Louisville real estate broker.
AmanO, a 200-1 Derby shot
when the winter book opened,
rallied from last place in a
four-horse field to win the
Stepping Stone Purse as
Churchill Downs opened it
spring meeting.
"As things stand now, we're
going to try it," trainer Jim
Padgett, trainer of Amami,
said. "I'm pretty good a:
handicapping the Derby. And
in this one we've got two speed
horses, Honest Pleasure and
Bold Forbes.
"When that happens, one Pf
them is going to kill the other
off and a horse that can stay in
there — and I've got neriteubt
that mine can — has a good
chance," said Padgett.
Amano was 12th in the
Arkansas Derby but has three
victories, two seconds and two
thirds in 10 starts this year.
Larry Melancon, who rode
Ati-iano in the Stepping Stone,
would ride again in the Derby.
Amano was clocked in 1:244-5
over a fast track for the seven
furlongs, more than three
seconds off the stakes record.
Padgett is hoping Amano
can duplicate the feat of
Majestic Prince (1969) and
Cannondade (1974) who won
both the Stepping Stone and
the Derby.
Owners of R.C. Krickit
,-laided against shipping that
it here after a disappointing
aowing Saturday at
Iistledown.
The remainder of the field
for the Derby shaped up as
E.C. Cashman's Elocutionist,
Elmendorf's Play The Red,
C.R. Jarrell's Inca Roca,
Entremont Stable's Cojak,
and Balmak Stable's On The
Sly. If eight go in the $125,000-
added test for 3-year-olds, it
would match the 1969 running
as the smallest since
Citation's big year in 1948.
Averitt's Tonsils Key
For Colonels In Series
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE (AP) — Bird
Averitt's tonsils, believe it or
not, may be the key factor
when Kentucky and Denver
collide Wednesday night in the
seventh game of what has
been a thrilling American
Basketball Association playoff
series.
With tonsilitis and a high
temperature slowing him to a
walk last week, Averitt was
ineffective as Denver won two
straight and jumped into a 3-2
lead.
But Averitt, although still
under the weather, was
sufficiently recovered Sunday
to score 34 points as Kentucky
edged Denver 119-115 in
double overtime to square ill,
series at 3-3.
The winner of Wednesda)
final will meet New York in
the best-of-seven cham-
pionship series. New York
earned its berth by defeating
San Antonio 121-114 Saturday
to win that semifinal series 4-
3.
"I though Bird rose to the
occasion," said Kentucky
Coach Hubie Brown. "He beat
his man on the power game
and made several difficult
shots.
"listen, the guy went out
and gave it all he had. What
more can you ask? " Brown
added.
"My throat is still sore, but
it's better," said Averitt,
whose three quick baskets in
the second overtime fina'
turned the issue in Kentuck)
favor.
The victory by defer4i:
ABA champion Kentucky kept
alive Colonel hopes of a repeat
champinnship. And it also
meant that Denver was one
loss away from another bitter
playoff disappointment.
Bruins Finally End 35-Year
Hex, Advance To Semifinals
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
The surernatural powers of
hexes, pyramids and lucky
tie, were no match for good,
solid all-around hockey.
:That's why the Bostonjire://ls
and Philadelphia Flyers are
headed for the National
flockey League's playoff
semifinals and the Los
Angeles Kings are skating into
summer with the Toronto
Maple Leafs.
The Bruins hadn't won a
seven-game 'playoff series
since 1941, when they beat
Toronto in seven games and
went on tdviin the Stanley Cup
from the Detroit Red Wings.
But in their seventh game
against the Kings Sunday
night, the natural talent of
veteran Jean Ratelle and a 15-
save shutout by Gilles Gilbert
helped break the four series,
35-year Boston hex.
The Maple Leafs had given
praise to the mysterious
plastic __pyramids they had
place& in the dressing room
Denver won the ABA's
Western Division title in 1975
with the best record of any
ABA club. But the Nuggets fell
to Indiana in the playoff
semifinals.
Denver walked away from
the rest of the league this
year, posting a 60-24 record to
outdistance second-place Nev.
York by five games. Kentucky
was left 14 games in arrears in
fourth place.
Nets forward Rich Jones
turned in an inspiring clutch
performance that shot down
San Antonio and sent the Nets
into the championship final.
Jones scored 25 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds to back
Julius Erving's 28 points and
18 rebounds and John
Williamson's 26 points.
Schedule Released
FOXBORO, Mass. ( AP) —
A six-game exhibition
schedule opening Aug. 1 and
closing Sept. 5, has been an-
nounced for the New England
Patriots of the National
Football League.
The Patriots will meet the
New York Giants at Schaefer
Stadium in the preseason
opener.
Other home games will be
against the Green Bay
Packers Aug. 15 and the
Philadelphia Eagles Sept. 5.
Road games will be Aug'. 6
against the San Diego
Chargers at a site to be an-
nounced, Aug. 21 against the
Atlanta Falcons and Aug. 30
against the Cleveland Browns.
GOLF
. RIBMINGHAM, Ala. ..-Jan
Stepheason posted a four-
under par 68 to take a four-
stroke victory over Kathy
Martin in the Birmingham
Classic wrimert's golf tour-
nament.
and arena after getting five
goals from Darryl Sittler and
beating Philadelphia 8-5
Thursday night to set up
Sunday night's deciding
contest. Sittler, who had worn
his lucky tie to the rink and
)aced his sticks under a
pyrarl'ild before the .gaine
Thursday, promised to do the
same Sunday.
But after falling behind 2-1,
the two-time defending
champion Flyers roared back
with four goals within 3:16 on
their way to a 7-3 triumph over
Toronto. Sittler — pyramids,
lucky tie and all — didn't score-,
at ell. '—
Thus the best-o(seven
semifinals will begin Tuesday
night with the New York
Islanders visiting Montreal
and the Bruins at Philadelphia
-against the Flyers.
Ratelle, always a gracious
team player, refused credit
for Boston's 3-0 triumph —
even though he scored two
goals and set up the other.
"No one player is going to
Racer Women Get Sixth
In Becky Boone Relays
The Murray State women's
track team placed fifth out of
a field of 26 teams over the
weekend at the Becky Boone
Relays in Richmond.
Michigan State racked up
111 points to win the title while
Tennessee State had 56 points
for second place. Rounding
out the top 10 were: Florida 54,
Kentucky 46ia, Murray State
46, Florida State 36, Tennessee
30, Western Kentucky 26, Ohio
State 25 and Ball State 23.
The Racer women had three
first-place finishes in the
meet. Sue Sewing won the
javelin with a throw of 127-10At
while in the same event, Linda
Rudolph was fourth with 117-
442 .
Karen Wilson recorded a
15.3 to win the 100-meter
hurdles while the Murray 440-
relay team of Wilson, Jackie
Anderson, Susan McFarland
and Judy Morton took first in
49.8.
Morton was third in the 100-
yard dash with an 11.4 while
Wilson was fifth in 11.5.
Camille Baker placed fifth
in the two-mile run with a
12:33 while Glenda Calabro
was sixth in the three-mile run
with 20:11. The Racer two-
mile relay team of Joan
Weber, Brenda Bennett,
Sandy Sims and Kathy
Schafer recorded an 11:19.8 to
take sixth.
The regular season is now




Mel Purcell, a junior at
Murray High, captured the
singles crown in the 18-year-




Purcell, who finished second
last year in the State Tour-
nament singles and is ex-
pected to win it this year,
defeated Craig Cordell of
Yellow Springs, Oh., 6-4 and 6-
4 for the crown.




Jimmy Connors defeated Ross
Case 7-6, 6-2 in the WCT's
Denver tournament.
win a game," he said after
scoring his sixth and seventh
goals and adding his fifth
assist. "I'm no Bobby Orr or
Phil Esposito. I don't
iominate a game. I'm just a




Bob Murdoch was in the
penalty box when the 35-year-
old Ratelle jammed in Ken
Hodges rebound at 9:42 of the
first wipe- Murdoch was
serving another penalty — a
five-ininute major for drawing
-blood with a high stick — at
12:21 when Liodge seat a short
blast past Kings goalie
Rogatien Veelion.
Ratelle closed out the
scoring in the third period,
breaking in with a pass from
defenseman Darryl
Edestrand and blasting a rare
slap shot into the net off
Vachon's leg pads.
Flyers 7, Maple Leafs 3
The Maple Leafs, boosted by
the sixth-game triumph, went
up in flames during the first 10
minutes of the middle period
at Philadelphia: Rookie
Flyers center Mel Bridgman
scored twice and Don Saleski
and Ross Lonsberry added the
other goals in the explosion.
"The pressure in the first 10
minutes in the second period
in this building is un-
believable," said Toronto
goalie Wayne Thomas after
the Maple Leafs' winlesa
string in Philadelphia was
increased to 16 games since
Dec. 19, 1971.
Thus ended the series which
saw the home team win every
game, saw four Flyers players
arrested in Toronto, and saw a














atisfy your wildest vacation whims
in Kentucky, where there's more
than you dreamed . . . and great
fun in finding it!
Whether you're looking for a quiet
trail or lively night life, mountain
scenery or cave explorations,
canoeing or water-skiing, try
lieitock)(:first!
WRITE: Department Of Public Information KPA6
Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Ky 40601
Name _
Address
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Darrell Griffith, considered
by many observers the best
high getinot haSketIllgt player
in the nation, says he might be
willing to listen to ''an honest"
$3 million offer to bypass
college for a professional
career.
Griffith cast aside an earlier
offer of about $1.7 million
submitted shortly after
completing his senior season
with Louisville Male High
School. But, t17G-facif-3,gliard
safd that he would at least
consider the larger offer.
"I'd have to look at it," he
said in a telephone con-
versation late Sunday. "But it
would have to be an honest
offer from • an established
team . . . a personal service
contract with an owner or a
money man. That way, if the
team or league folds, I'll still
get my money."
The possibility that Griffith
would receive a second offer
was raised in a copyrighted
story in the Louisville Courier-
Journal. The article quoted
Tommy Meehan, ,an agent for
several American Basketball
Association players, as saying
he had been authorized by two
ABA teams to offer Griffith $3
million to sign professionally.
Meehan said that the offer
did not come from the
Kentucky Colonels, but
refused to identify the clubs he
represented.
Sald that he has-not
been contacted by Meehan or
anyone else offering such a
professional contract. He said
he "wouldn't care who offered
it," as long as the franchise
was sufficiently sound to back
any contractual com-
mitments.
Griffith rebuked the initial
$1.7 million offer after bowing
to advice from his coach and
family that he would be worth
more after completing his
college career. Griffith
subsequently signed a
national letter of intent with
the University of Louisville.
"But a $3 million offer is
about the best I could expect
even if I went through four
years of college," Griffith
said. "And remember, if the
leagues merge before I
graduate, I have to take what
they give me because there
won't be a bidding war
anymore."
Although Griffith admitted
he would _listen to the pur-
P6rttd offer,. he. *aimed Thar
"I don't think yin ready to
talk face-to-face" with any
agent. "I don't want to take a
chance on jeopardizing tny
college eligibility."
Griffith, who averaged 24
points and 14 rebounds last
season, said he is somewhat
surprised at the talk of
professional contracts in the
million dollar bracket. "I just
didn't think it would be this
much."
Indians, A's Brawl On Field,





adamant, Chuck Tanner was
innocent and Bert Campaneris
was reticent.
The three were talking
about a bench-clearing brawl
and the incident that incited it
in the sixth inning of
Oakland's 9-1 victory over
Cleveland Sunday.
In the only other American
League game Sunday,
Minnesota got a three-run
homer from Larry Hisle and




garnes were rained out.
Cleveland Manager
Robinson referred to Cam-
paneris, the A's' veteran
shortstop, when he said,
"They can't hide him from us
all year."
The incident that sparked
that threat of retaliation came
with Oakland holding a seven-
run lead and just after
Cleveland scored its run with
no outs in the sixth.
Robinson steamed when told
about the statements by
Campaneris and Tanner.
"On that play, he threw
right down at Buddy,"
Robinson said. "He had no
intention of throwing to first
base. Then, to really show
what a coward he is, he kicks
the guy when he's down."
As for the charge he ordered
Kerp to throw at Campaneris,
Robinson said, "The next time
he plays us, he'll know he's
been thrown at. If we're gonna
intentionally hit someone,
we'd hit (Joe) Ruth. He's the
guy who's been hurting us."
Mike Torrez, 2-3, scattered
five hits in eight innings and
Glenn Abbott gave up just one
hit in the ninth. Ruth supplied
the muscle, hitting his second
two-run homer against the
Indians in two days.
Twins 7,-Orioles 2
Tom Burgemeir, 1-0,
relieved Twins starter Joe
Decker in the first after he had
walked four Orioles. He shut
the door the rest of the way,
with the exception of a fourth-
inning homer by Doug
Decinces that briefly tied the
game at 2-2.
"I've never pitched that
long ever in the major
leagues," Burgemeir said.
-But the weather was cool and
I didn't throw a whole lot-of
pitches."
The loser was Baltimore ace
Jim Palmer, 3-2, who said, "I
just didn't make very good
pitches."
Honest Pleasure To Run
Against Invisible Foe
- LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) — memories,- said Laurin.
When Honest Pleasure breaks "He'll have to go a helluva
from the starting gate in. long way before he gathers
Saturday's Kentucky Derby, Secretariat's magic. I don't
'he will be racing an invisible , think there'll ever be another
foe — a living legend. Secretariat."
Honest Pleasure goes into Secretariat, now standing at
Saturday's 102nd Derby stud at Claiborne Farm in
renewal, as a heavy favorite.....„ Lexington, Ky., bripgs back
Should he win as expected, hè fond Memories to Lett)),
will be touted as a Triple Jolley, who trains Honest
Crown candidate. Therein lies Pleasure.
the battle with the legend. "I guess I was about as big a
Back in 1973, Secretariat fan as anyone," said Jolley.
captured the fancy of the "A guy always hopes one like
world by becoming the first that will come his way."
horse in 25 years to win the Does he have such a
Triple Crown — the Derby, the specimen in Honest Pleasure?
Preakness and the Belmont. "It's always flattering to
He did it with record efforts, hear someone say that this
capped by an awesome 31- horse might be another
length victory in the Belmont Secretariat, but there's no
that has been called the valid basis for comparison
greatest equine exhibition right now," said Jolley. "I
ever. , hope in seven or eight weeks
Secretariat's trainer, people will be making the
Lucien Laurin, thinks that an
Honest Pleasure victory on
Saturday will trigger com-
parisons.
"He (Honest Pleasure) was
terrific as a 2-year-old and so
was Secretariat," said Laurin.
-If he keeps going, people will_
have to start comparing him
to Secretariat before long."
Can Honest Pleasure
become as popular. as
Secretariat?
"I'll have to stick with Big
Red, maybe because I trained





Athletic Booster Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. tonight at
North Calloway Elementary
..Schqol.
All persons interested in the
athletic programs in the
county school system are
urged to attend the meeting.
Ziegler Sews Up Title
In New Orleans Tourney
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — A
nasty, testing little three-foot
Cleveland third baseman puttgpn the final hole nailed
Buddy Bell singled up the down the victory for Larry
middle and Bong Powell Ziegler.
followed with i grounder tok But the happy-go-lucky guy
second baseman Phil Garner. 'actually won the New Orleans
Campaneris took the toss, Open with four strokes of the
made his pivot on the base and wedge earlier in the week.
his throw struck the sliding "I chipped in four times for
Bell in the right temple. the week — twice on Thursday
The two came up fighting and twice on Saturday,"
and both benches cleared. Ziegler said after he'd holed
The trouble apparently that last tough putt Sunday for
began brewing the previous a 70 and a one-stroke decision
inning when Cleveland pitcher over Victor Regalado.
Jim Kern hit both Don Baylor. "That's a difference of
and Campaneris with pitches, maybe eight strokes. That's
although Oakland Manager what won the golf tournament.
Tanner said, "I don't think You can go for two months
they threw at Baylor when he without chipping in, and then I
got hit, or at Campy when he do it four times in a week.
got it. Those four strokes were really
"I know Campy was trying the difference."
to make the double play when But those four strokes didn't
Bell got hit," Tanner added. ease the pressure of the last
"He just didn't get down in one.
time." Ziegler, who'd started the
"I was just trying to make final round with a two-stroke
the double 'play, that's all," lead, held the advantage
Campaneris said quietly. "But throughout the warm, sunny
I know Robinson ordered him day but saw it cut to a single


























birdie putt on the 16th hole.
He still led by one when he
stood in the middle of the 18th
green. Regalado had just
finished his regulation, two-
putt par and had his 13 under
par total safely recorded.
Now Ziegler, a 10-year
journeyman, needed to get
down in two from 25 feet to
score only his third victory.
He lagged up his first putt,
and it stopped some three feet
short.
"The crowd went, 'ohhhh,
ahhhh.' They were telling me
something. They were telling
me I'd left it short and I was in
trouble, but, hell, I knew
that," he said.
As he surveyed that tough
one "my heart was in
overtime," he said. "I just
told myself, ̀ Go ahead and hit
it — the worst you can do is
miss it."
But , Ziegler made it,
finishing off a 274 total, 14
under par on the 7,080-yard
Lakewood Country Club
course. Regalado's closing 69
left him one stroke back at 275.
British Open champion Tom
Watson matched the course
record with a 64 that lifted him
into third place at 276. Watson,
however, started the final
round eight shots back and
never really got in the title
hunt.
Jack Nicklaus shot himself
out of it early in the day. He
flailed away to a double bogey
seven — his third double
bogey in nine holes, going
back to Saturday's third round
— was six shots back and
never really recovered,
He finished with a 69 and 278
along with defending cham-
pion Billy Casper, Jim
Colbert, Lee Elder, Gene
Littler and Gibby Gilbert.
Gilbert and Littler had closing
68s, Colbert, Casper and Elder
70s.
Hubert Green matched par
72 as the playing partner of




Morris of Stockton. Calif took
a two pm victory over Virginia
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• Permanent I -, le
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Candelaria Handcuffs Giants
While Cardinals Beat Padres
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
John Candelaria was in
midseason form. He went a
solid nine innings.
Don Gullett was in mid-
season form, too. He went a
' solid six, then got the hook.
Candelaria, Pittsburgh's
rangy young left-hander,
stifled San Francisco on a
measly two hits Sunday and —
surprising even himself —
shut out the Giants 3-0.
Gullett, Cincinnati's strong
young left-hander, shut out
Montreal for six innings on
just five . hits, then
Manager -Sparky Anderson, -
alias Cap'n Hook, came along
and gave the ball to Pat Darcy
... who gave up two more hits
in the final three innings of the
Reds' 7-0 victory over the
Expos.
In Sunday's other National
League games, New York
beat Houston 4-2, St. Louis
stifled San Diego 3-1, Atlanta
edged Philadelphia 4-3 and
Los Angeles defeated Chicago
5-4 in 10 innings.
Candelaria gave up only one
legitimate hit, Willie Mon-
tanez' double in the fifth in-
ning. The other was a first-
inning fluke, when shortstop
Frank Taveras lost Bobby
Murcer's pop-up in the sun.
"Montanez hit a good pitch,
a fastball isisida' Candelaria
conceded. And he admitted he
didn't expect to bgnaround at
the end of the game, "I was
surprised I could go nine. The
cool weather at Candlestick
helped.
The Pirates gave him all the
help he needed with six hits
and three runs in the fifth
inning, starting with Willie
Stargell's third homer of the
year.
Reds 7, Expos 0
Gullett, in his first start of
the year, got the bulk of his
support from Johnny Bench
and Dave Concepcion, each of
whom hit his second homer of
the year.
"I wasn't really consistent
with my fastball the way I
wanted to be," Gullett said. "I
had some .good pitches, with
the exception of a real good
fastball. I didn't ureak a sweat
the whole game. I had good
location on my pitches. That's
what I was happy about, that
and borne _ good off-speed
stuff." "_
Mets 4, Asros 2
Houston's Joe Niekro wild-
pitched home New York's tie-
breaking run in the eighth
inning and Ron Hodges
singled for another one, then
Ken Sanders' who had
replaced Mets' starter Jon
Matlack in the seventh, made
the runs stand up.
Cards 3, Padres 1
Willie Crawford drove in
two runs for the Cardinals
with a homer and a sacrifice
fly, and John Curtis struggled
through nine innings by
scattering 10 San Diego hits
for his first victory of the
season.
St. Louis scored in the
second when left fielder
Johnny Grubb dropped Reggie
Smith's fly ball for a three-
base error and Crawford hit
his fly ball. In the fifth,
Crawford hornered, Ron
Fairly walked Don Kessinger
doubled. Mike Ivie homered in
the ninth for the Padres.
Braves 3, Phillies 2
Atlanta's Dave May hadn't
had a hit all year — until
Larry Cristenson tried to slip
one too many fast balls past
him. The results was a two-
run homer in the sixth inning
that beat the Phils.
Dodgers 5, Cubs 4 .
Los,Angeles put together its
Brit twis-game wi_nng streak
of.the young seaSoT and'it
took an unearned run in the
10th inning to get it.
Ted Sizemore was safe when
first baseman Andre Thornton
juggled a throw by shortstop
Dave Rosello. John Hale
bunted him to second and he
scored on Ron Cey's single to
center field. Henry Cruz hit
his first-motor league homer
for -the-Dodgers, a three-run
shot,
bog-gone Dog
CLEVELAND, Miss. ( AP
— Mississippi College's James
Trimble crossed the finish line
in sixth place in the 440-yard
intermediate hurdles, but
'officials listed him as the
winner of the event.
Trimble had a five-yard
lead as he cleared the last
hurdle in the Gulf South
Conference Track and Field
Championship event Sunday,
but a hairy competitor
knocked him down, and nearly
out of the race.
Officials said Trirnble's
competitor, a large black
shaggy dog, was disqualified.
The dog apparently slipped
past the gate-keeper and was
dashing across the track when
he collided with Trimble.
Trimble struggled.to his feet
to cross the finish line.
Officials credited him with the
victory because of the lead he








• Permanent press cycle
• 3 wash-rinse temperature
combinations • 3 water level






• Frost free in refrigerator
and freezer sections • Rolls
out on wheels • Door shelf
storage in refrigerator and






• Eas,-clean os en panels • Remo.sble
oven door • Oven temperature cycling










• soon I's • 10-position thorn:',... •






• t,reat for counter-top cooking • Con-
,entent defrost cycle - handy for frozen
foods • The modern way to cook tv din-




Black & White TV
• id' itiationel picture • MO% solid State
circuitry • Great looking high impact




• 10- diagonal picture • Efficient circuit
has many selld state r,,mpnneets • Built 
inantennas • VHF preset fir. qg
SPECIAL PRICED MERCRILNDISE
Golf Balls 
3 ft. Step Ladders





Trash Bags 10 Bags 2"
6"Pocket Calculator
50 ff. Water Nose 
399
GOOD)-rivEAR
8 hays to Buy
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own
Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BahkAmericard • Amehcan Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Din., ch,p




Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 600 P.M. Daily Open Friday until 8410 p.m
315W. liroadwa )i00 Jeff CT 100S. Stateline
Mayfield, Ky Paducah. K‘ Fulton. Ky.
247-3711 442-5464
PS-
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Joe Dan Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor of
. Almo, has been selected as FM Member of the Month
for April by the Calloway County Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America.'Taylor, a senior, was selected as a
_.• result of placing Superior 2nd in the Purchape Regional
FFA Swine impromptu Speaking Contest on 'March 23.
% He also has served as treasurer of the chapter and was
:..
responsible for the Chapter Treasurer's Book receiving a
' Superior rating in the Regional Contest. He has entered
















that won't hold back
your beans.
A cold, wet spell soon after soybeans
come up is enough stress for your
crop to contend with. The last thing it
needs is added pressure from a
herbicide.
Tolban has excellere crop tolerance,
even when its cold and wet. So your
beans take the cold, wet weather
better.
Tolban gives you consistent control
of most annual grasses. And some
broadleaf weeds.
See us about Totban. Find out for
yourself how it can help your beans
start strong, and finish clean.
Small Seed Trims Seed ;Costs
Corn farmers who shy away
from planting smaller seed
sizes should take aniether look.
There's more than a size dif-
ference when it comes to
your pocketbook.
Small seed is every bit as
good as larger seed ;size makes
no difference in hybrid per-
formanee. What's more, small
seed can help trim your seed
bill this spring.
That's the opinion of
Wayne Fowler, director of
agronomic education for De-
Kalb Agliesearch, Inc., De-
Kalb, Illinois. He says, "if
you haven't taken advantage
of smaller, lower-priced seed
sizes when using a conven-
tional planter, you'll really be
missing a good bet if-you pass
tie economy-priced -seeds for--
plate-less planters."
Fowler estimates savings of
up to $1 per acre on the most
popular DeKalb single-cross
hybrids by using small or extra
small rounds and flats.
Seed Size Makes No
Difference in Performance
You don't sacrifice per-
formance when you buy smal-
ler seeds, Fowler explains.
Field trails show that large
flats, Tor example,. aren't any
better than small rounds.
In DeKalb farm demon-
strations, seed size has no bear-
ing on final yield. Fowler says
there is often more difference
between checks of the same
size than between seed sizes.
Why Size Seed?
Some crop growers ask seed
companies why they don't,
market seed as it comes off the
ear and save the cost of sizing
There's a good reason, ac
cording to Fowler.
"After De Kalb workers
hand sort the good ears, re-
moving any that don't meet
rigid standa,rds, ears are shelled
and seed is sized."
After seed is sized, ger-
mination Wets ire- run on
each batch and size of seed.
And, since small seeds come
primarily from the tip of the
ear — and any disease prob-
lems that might have occureci
during the growing season
usually affect this area —
these seeds can be discarded
if germination isn't up to par,
If there's any frost dam
age, it usually hits large rounds
which come from the base of
Lbs ear, and. it's eetty.J9_0,L11-
card these if germination tests
indicate damage.
What happens if your seed
isn't sized? Fowler says ger-
mination tests would be run,
but it would be impossible to
discard the large rounds, the
small flats or any other seed
size where germination isn't
as high as seed from the rest
of the ear.
To discard any lower ger-
mination seed, it might be
necessary to junk all seed
sizes. And there's no econ-
omy in that. So, chances are
overall seed germination of
unsized seed would be a little
lower.
"It makes more sense to
sell each of a range of seed
sizes separately. This way,
you're getting quality seed at
a bargain price," he says. 0
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn. Soybeans and Wheat
Dan Boar Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
We've got Spring Fever prices on all
new MF farm tractors under 80 pto hp.





Come on in—see for yourself—you
can't beat these Spring Fever Values!
Saddle Bronco
An Easy Way To Increase Corn Profits
Its well proven that plant-
ing corn early puts more
bushels in your bin at harvest.
But what does it really cost
if you're late with planting?
The most common figure
is a bushel per acre of corn for
every day after May 10 in cen-
tral Iowa, says Wayne Fowler,
director of agronomic educa-
tion, DeKalb AgResearch,
Inc., DeKalb, Illinois,
Being a week late then,
with 200 acres of your crop,
could cost you about $2,800
at $2 corn. Dates for optimum
planting vary with every area
of the country, but losses be-
yond that period average
about the same.
Losses don't stay steady
either.
"About 15 days beyond
the optimum period, daily
losses from late planting will
become even greater," Fow-
ler says.
Early Planting Means Drier
Corn in Fall
Higher yields plus drier
corn are two big reasons
vasty planting can boost prof-
its, Fowler explains. "Early
planted corn tends to silk and
tassel earlier under better light
conditions, better probability
of rainfall and generally more
favorable temperatures.
"In Iowa, for example,
corn planted on April 25 will
generally silk and tassel about
the 4th to 15th of July. Add
55 to 60 days for grain filling,
nd the plants will reach phys-
,l ,sgic maturity in mid Sep-
tember. From then on, the
grain gives up moisture.
"And since the weather is
still warm, the dry-down rate
is faster than it would be later
in the fall. With average drying
conditions, corn can give up
1% moisture per day — this
means the corn could be at
23 to 24% by the first week
in October."
Other advantages of early
planting.
• Improves chances of
finishing harvest before bad
weather hits.
• Permits more fall field
work.
• Plants are shorter, with
lower-set ears, so they stand
better.
• Soil is shaded earlier to
stretch moisture.
• Results in higher test




emerge faster and produce a
better stand, Fowler explains.
Soil near surface warms more
rapidly, speeding germination.
"DeKalb hybrids are noted
for early vigor, which lets you
plant early in cool soil and
still get good stands," he says.
"However, to get full benefit
from early planting, drop an
extra 2,000 kernels per acre."
In large-scale company
tests at Dayton, Iowa, he
points out, corn was planted
on April 13 and May 2 from
one to four inches deep. The
deeper planted corn took
longer to emerge and ended up
with less final stand.
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
A lot of gardeners still
plant some crops by tradi-
tion—beans on Good Friday,
peas on St. Valentine's Day,
melons on any Saturday in
May, millet when chestnut
trees are in bloom, sweet corn
when oak leaves reach the
size of squirrel ears, and
"tater" onions on .Election
Day in November_
These planting practices
may work fine sometimes, or
even most of the time, but as
UK Extension garden special.
ist C.R. Roberts says, one of
the Most important elements
of success in growing a garden
is planting or transplanting
vegetables at the time or
times best for the operation.
As Roberts points out, the
gardener naturally wants to
make the first planting of
each vegetable as early as
possible in the spring. . In
some years, in spite of tradi-
tion, Good Friday or St.
Valentine's Day may not be
the right time.
Many vegetables, Roberts
adds, are so hardy to cOld
that they may be planted a
month or more before the
average date of the last
freeze, or about six weeks
-b6fore . the frost-free date.
Actually; most cold tolerant
plants like peas, spinach, and
cabbage thrive better in cool
weather than in hot. Thus, in
Kentucky, the gardener must
time his planting, not only to
escape the cold, but—with
certain crops—to also escape
the heat. Some vegetables,
like cabbage, broccoli, cauli-
flower and turnips, will not
thrive and be of good quality
when .planted in late spring.1
They may be sown, however,
in late summer so they can
make their growth in the
cooler weather of autumn
Roberts recommends that
vegetable crops be roughly
grouped and planted accord-
ing to their hardiness and
temperature requirements A
timetable for planting most
garden crops is available from
your county xtension
office.




It pays to plant corn early say seed experts at DeKalb Ag
research', Inc. Shown here are representative results from one
12 year study at Dayton, Iowa which demonstrates the drastic
affect late planning has on corn yields.
Introducing 3 Worft-hungry 4x4s
New .76 Scout Diesels
were It Diervii Poo Ise-anywhere ammisiese time eittpe4erese4 ii *thew
4 44 It so irodopytttnnot off -rem/ test ceesiectet ist teterseis
Pelsoliairticies
Scetrt ireveler Iteggisi, best /idiom 4 a 4 with 103 re. ft. ell heat
airryieep cepswity.
Scow' Torre Diesoi America's owly 4-wiessi drive aid-site planer
toughest foe tan corps hosier OW cam bars. With 11 cm. h. •4 leashds
lif-C al stereos
Mew with higewrferemrice diesel seem tee cam met feel sevens yes
MeV*, 1.1.-4•91tt pessiiste Its ONIlletIMINK • is spiel et, awl fer mere smiles
levees • wheels
it.. International' Start Diesels. lartemiert twys seer for the asistl
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See your internationat Harvester Dealer
301 South 4th Ph. 753-1372
GRAIN BEDS
we have 7 or 8 grain beds in stock now
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It wasn't the first tractor you looked at. You
studied literature. You asked questions. You
visited several dealers. It's a whopping in-
vestment, and you were sure before you made
it. You're just as selective when buying cattle
or other livestock. You judge brand or breed
on the basis of performance, service, and
value. Be the same way about
your source of operating capi-
tal. Talk to your Production
Credit man.
the go ahead people
180 pto hp*
Only tractor in its class
with 12 speed POWER SHIFT
Big horsepower won't help you in the field
unless you have the transmission to make
the most of it. That's why the new 1570
has a standard 12 speed power shift. Three
on-the-go speeds in each of four ranges
let you run your present implements at
optimum speeds You make the most of
the 1570s big 180 hp.
Come in today and get the story, make full





Have you ever looked a
1500 pound Brahma bull right
in the eye at about three feet?
Wall, this writer got the
chince at the Murray State
Exposition center Saturday
night.
The bull riding was just one
event at Murray State's first,
and we hope not the last, in-
tercollegiate rodeo held this
week at the new Exposition
center on the College Farm
Road•
All of the rodeo events are
dangerous because they in-
volve live animals which have
to be ridden, wrestled, thrown,
doged, roped, milked and
whatever else a cowboy or girl
has to do to win the particular
contest that he or she is in-
volved in. All the animals
were definitely live and some
of them were possessed of a
very nasty disposition.
Being around rodeo and
Thurston furches
InP13 "(hes
Successful Farmers Do Business With
THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
rodeo people is probably a new
experience for most of the
residents of this area, but they
will get the chance to see top-
notch events, such as this M.
S. U. rodeo, as the M. S. U.
teams become more deeply
involved in the world of rodeo.
If you missed the M. S. U.
rodeo mark it down on your
list of things to do next year
because it was an experience
to say the very least.
You really have to see this
type of competition first hand
in order to appreciate
There is' a great deal of
courage Involved in sitting on,
Jumping on, or holding on to
something that doesn't want
you to do it. Many times the
animal comes up the winner.
Rodeo is a wonderful world!
Come on out and try it
sometime.
Also thanks to Bill Cherry,
director of rodeo and
exhibition center, and Jim
13el-Air Center 753-4751
Darrell Broach
Rudolph, director of hor-
semanship program at M. S.
U. for a fine show.
The winners were
BAREBACK • Skippy
Emmett, U. Tenn. at Martin;
Billy Warren, Miss. State;
Tony Coleman, U. Tenn. at
Martin; Keith Morgan, U.
Tenn. at Martin.
CALF ROPING - Wayne
Smith, Ark. State at Beebe; J.
G. Marshall, U. Mo. at
Columbia; Danny Joyce, Ark.
State at Beebe; Rick Speed,
Miss. State.
BARRELS - Tanya Cox,
Louisiana Tech; Sally Young,
Auburn; Robin Saunders, Ark.
State at Beebe; Jean Hall,
South West Mo.
SADDLE BRONC- Rick
Ashley, Ark. State .at Beebe;
Tony Coleman, U. Tenn. at
Martin; Keith Morgan, U.
Tenn. at Martin; Chip Hunt,
Miss. State.
TEAM ROPING - Jeff Bates
& Wayne Smith, Ark. State at
BB; Danny Joyce & Wayne
Smith, Ark. State at BB; Jeff
Bates & Danny Jove, Ark.
State' at BB; Bill Crouse & J.
G. Marshall, U. Mo. at Col.
BREAK AWAY - Pam
Hartwick, Univ. of Cent. Ark.;
Lynn Austin, Ark. St. at BB;
STEER WRESTLING -
Danny Joyce, Ark. State at
BB; Rusty Young, Auburn:"
Skippy Emmett, U. Term. at
Martin:. Tony Coleman, U.
Tenn. at Martin.
GOAT TYING - Glenda
Emmett, U. Tenn at Martin;
Pam Hartwick, Univ. of Cent.
Ark.; Susan Porter, Miss.
State; Robin Saunders, Ark.
State at BB.
BULLS - Byron Woodard,
Univ. Tenn. at Martin; Randy
Smith, South East Louisiana;
Skippy Emmett, Univ. Tenn.
at Martin; Ernie Roberts,
Univ. Tenn. at Martin.
It's an Ag-fact
It's an ag-fact. The task ot
feeding and clothing the
U.S. population requires at
Least 30 times more land
than the amount needed for
all the housing in citiea,












Can My Spouse Establish
An IRA Account?
Your working spouse may establish a
separate IRA, too, provided he or she is not
currently a participant in a employer-
sponsored plan.
How Much Can I
Contribute To My IRA?
Federal law allows a maximum annual
contribution of $1,500 or 15 per cent of
wages, whichever is less. Of course,
smaller amounts can be contributed each
year.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,








It you haven't visited the pads department at Tommy's Equipment
You've missed something!
We not only have good prices on replacement parts for your farm implements. but a
bigger source of supply than anyone in this area
NEXT TIME YOU'RE IN TOWN, WHY NOT STOP BY? WE'LL BE GLAD TO SEE
YOU!
ALLEN JMON Parts Manager
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON MY all WEEK
OPEN AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PHONE 247-6020 PHONE 753-7452 AFTER 5 PM
JUNCTION 121 & SEDALIA ROAD MAYFIELD, KY.
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YOU COULD JUMP orr
A TEN-STORY BUILDING
AND Tirf wAtTC
WOU LON/ T LOSE
V.- 7/
THIS IS A comprehensive
evaluation and not a
secretary week ac-
colate. Allene (Pete)







new easy to wear
hearing device Is now
being offered frt. of
cost to cre00/11 4.17W1
faded hearing by Guy's
Hearing Aid Center,
dealer for Miracle Ear
Hearing Aids It will
help greatly reduce
the strain of listening to
your radio and TV
programs The mar-
velous little electronic
device, while not a
hearing aid, has proven
to be a great blessing
to those with impaired
hearing, and helpful to
off thaitiiiirOund thim --
Hardly a day goes by'
that we ore not
thanked for th•
amazing help derived
from this tiny device
Do you have trouble
hearing in church or
when two or more
people are present? Do
you hear the sound but




the phone and dial 502-
474-8847, giving your
name and address Or
write Guy's Hearing
Aid Center, Route 5,
Benton It will cost you
nothing to have this
new electronic device
sent to you without
obligation It may help
you as it has.helped so
many others
Please for people with
hearing problems Only












on and the Business
Office may be
reacherl on 753-




-Beauty Salon is now
located in the Uncle Jeff
Shopping Center.
Specializing in men and
women's hairstyles and
manicures. Ample
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OFJoe Lassiter, wish to




for being so kind and
helpful during his illness




cards. May God bless
each of you.









cards, food and lovely
flowers that were ex-
tended to us in the loss of
our loved one, Earl T.
Jackson, A special
thanks to Bro. MeGhill,
The 7th and Poplar
Church of Crist and
Rutledge Funeral
Home. May God send his
richest blessings upon
each of you. The
Family.





























wanted top pay ex-
perienopd only. Call 502-
886-6325 Ask for Tom or
Mac.
I need agents to help









my home. Call 753-7581
after 4 p. m.








desiring to raise money.
Nationally known firm,











Esate, across from Post
Office. Call 753-3263.
USED AIR conditioner,
call Bob at Pill Electric,
753-9104.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
ASSORTED FLOWER
and garden plants. Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg Co., Lynn Grove.
Ky., or call 435-4197.










' Pitt, Tron sport-et ion
USED TIN ROOFING















15th - across f root laver
next to college Shop
FENCE SALE at SEARS
now through April 30
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimates of
your needs.
TAPPAN STOVE with
self clean oven. $150.00.
Frost free Frigidaire
refrigerator, $175.00.
Both like new. Call 489-
2280. after 5p. m.
PORTABLE MAYTAG
dishwasher, 11/2 years.,
old, owner is moving out









and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 ' Hour answering
service.
ELECTROLUX SALES





model, Ford plow three
14", 8' wheel type disc, 2
row cultivator, lime
trutk, 1960 Dodge, Case
700 combine. Call 753-
4726.
OLDER MODEL 320 Case
PATIO GLIDER, wheel „ backhoe $2,600.00. Call




$12.00. 10 peg hat rack,




mattress, tower type T.
V. antenna, hide-a-bed,
maple table and chairs,
kitchen set, young
calves, upright semi-
modern piano. King size
bed complete. Call 753-
8333 evenings.
FOR SALE: formals, size
7, very fashionable,
chiffon with halter
backs. Worn only once.
Priced reasonable. Call








FROM WALL TO wall, no
soil at all, on carpets
cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric










blade for 12 horse John
Deere tractor, new. Can
be seen at 716 Nash
Drive,' between hours of
7 and 4.
ONE 2 ROW John Deere
corn planter. 61/2'
Massey Ferguson, pick-
up disc. One manure
spreader. One 15' open




FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for




plete with 40 h.p.
Johnson and aluminum,
Barreatine trailer.
Ready to go. $1150. Call
753-7846.
CENTURY SKI BOAT







5.5 H. P. OUTBOARD
motor, Sears Ted
Williams, $475.00. New,
never been used. See at
805 Vine or phone 753-
5110.
STEREO SPEAKERS
and 8 track recorder.













i- Katy's !MI6& Pest Control
100 South 13 Street
Flies, Roaches
Silver Fish 8 Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
LONG LIFE riding
mower, 5 h. p., $80.00.





Marble. 612 South 9th.


















St Arr., film Llbrwt, can,.
Calor 116•6
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.







1971 KINGS WOOD 12 x 65,
2 bedroom. 2 full baths,
all electric. Call 489-2666
or 489-2348.
1972 HOMETTE 12 x 60,
unfurnir.hed, all electric
house trailer, take over
payments with small
down payment or $3,900.




home 12' wide totally
electric! $2,500. Several
choice used homes plus




WE BUY used mobile
berries. Top prices pail
. Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226
1969 SHELBY 12x65, 3
bedroom, 11/2 bath,
central air and heat.
Call 753-8717 after 5.
1966 REGENT 10 x 50 22
BTU air conditioner,
nice. $2,700 or best offer.
C"all 493-8866.
AIR CONDITION sale,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home located on large
lot, 1 mile from city
limits. Call 753-7850 or
753-8681.




married couple want to
rent one or 2 bedroom
apartment or house.
Immediately or
beginning with May. For
one year in Murray. Call
after 5, 75.3-9767.
FURNISHED APART-








paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. $100.00
deposit, 6 months lease,
no pets, must meet
income specifications











acre tract adjoining city
park, all tillable !Ind is
fenced. Have
production farming
right in the city. Call 753-
8080 or come by 105 N.




with part utilities paid.
Call 753-9741.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT; for 4 students
near University for
summer and fall. Call
753-7575 or 753-0669.
THREE BEDROOM
brick on Covey Drive,








priced. One 1/2 cow with
34 calf, two 3/4 cows
Carrying seven-eighths




colors and sex. 4-H











Dirroc bred gilts. also
crossbred boars, ser-
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Have it '1' all-
on farming
le city. Call 753-
















































lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p. m.
43 Real Estate
Nice 3 bedroom brick
home, newly decorated,
large bath, living room
with fireplace, den and
kitchen combination
Inelticling washer, dryer
and stove, carport, on
large lot, good location.
5 acres in city zoned for
business with good
frame house. $30,000.
Good 3 bedroom brick
near Grade school and
University for $20,000.
14 acres open land about
11 acres cleared 3 miles
East of Hardin and 1k2






BUY A LOT on beautiful
Lake Barkley five




ming, boating, and other
recreational facilities. A
wide range of lot prices
is sure to offer an
adequate selection to




and unwooded. One of
the most unique and
scenic locations
anywhere in the twin
lakes area on this
panoramis pennisula.
Phone Bill Kopperud at
753-1222, KOPPERUD




SALE $600.00 per acre,
some blacktop road
frontage, near South
Marshall on 641. Call
492-8354.
ILE •AL IP X In
43 Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.




Extra nice 11 room, 6 br. 4
bath, home with
everything. Central gas
heat and central air, 12
closets, basement, 2
fireplaces, wall to wall
carpets, drapes, den,
dining room, built-ins in
the Kitchen, and lots of
extras on a good sized
lot. Call now, just listed.
GUY SPANN REALTY,
753-7724.
44. lots Foi Sale
FISH ALOT?
BUY A LOT ON beautiful
Lake Barkley. A large
number of lots available
only minutes by boat
from Barkley Lodge
with its championship 18










prices. Call Bill Kop-
perud at 753-1222,
KOPPERUD REALTY,
711 Main for an inspection
of the lots.








FOUR BEDROOM 2 bath,
dining room, sunken
living room, den, fully
carpeted with built-ins.
Call 753-8191.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone










All pontiff's of PIP Pei brooms
April 26 I. 27
For additional information call 753-4852
We solicit your discarded eyeglasses
46. Homes For Sate
SPACIOUS THREE
BEDROOM, central




bath, central air and
heat, gas grill, paneled
kitchen and den, built-
ins, patio, outside shed,
garden ready to plant.
South 16th Street. Call
753-0886.
OUR LOSS, YOUR GAIN.
605 Broad Street,
Murray. $3,000. We paid
$4,000 for this property


















Opening exist at our Cadiz, Ky. plant
for a Production Foreman. Experience
in supervision preferred. Applicants
must be able to work night shift.




Cadit Spring Products Division
Hoover Bali S. Bearing Company
Cadiz, Ky. 42211
Phone 502-522-3221 or 502-522-3201
ow bpol Oppseiveity lasploter.
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK, central am and
heat, garage, covered
patio, carpet, drapes,
1607 Parklane. Call 753-
3604
47 Motorcycles
1975 HONDA XL 250. Call
753-9407.
1973 HONDA CB-350 with
lots of extras. Call 753-
6000.
175 CAN AM, motorcycle
trailer, and accessories.
Two 10 speed bikes. Call
753-1753.
1973 HONDA CB-350 with
lots of extras. Call 753-
6000.
1974 250 MX Yamaha.
Phone 753-7497 or 753-
9378
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 PORSCHE 914, one
owner, 26,000 miles, new
condition. $5,300. Call




1971 VW VAN. Rebuilt
engine, excellent con-
dition. Priced to sell.
Call 753-6776.
1974 LINCOLN Con-
tinental Mark IV 40,000
miles, loaded, with
factory tape. $5,950. Call
753-0446.
1071 PLYMOUTH
DUSTER slant 6, 2 door.
Call 753-5713.
1971 JEEP PICKUP, 4




34mpg, $3,800. Call 753-
9982 after 4 p. m.
1909 VW - Karman Ghia
convertible, 4 speed
transmission, only
15,000 miles on engine.
Come take a look at this




Nighway 641 - Limo, Ky. line
Complete line of nursery stock, fountains, bird baths, ur-
ns, pots and concrete flower boxes. Also excellent selec-
tion of Bedding Plants. See our flanging Baskets
Monday -Sirturtiay 11:00-600
Sunday 1:00-6:00





49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHEVY EL
CAMINO, power
steering, brakes and air
conditioner. $1995.
Phone 436-5570.












Air, 6 cylinder, 2 new
tires, good condition.




dition. Long wheel base.
Call 492-8328.
1971 COMET GT, A-1







tape player, 2 door.
hardtop, low mileage
Call 753-5267 before 6.
after 6 753-7227.
1971 VW BEETLE, extra




very reasonable. Can be
seen at Whites Used Car
Lot, East 94 highway, 3
miles from Murray. Call
753-0605.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
NIMROD FOUR sleeper
camper, $300.00, or best
offer. Swing set, 620.00.
Call 753-6424.
10,,i VT. FULL CAB
OVER. Electric or gas,
refrigerator, sleeps 6.
Extras. Like new. With
or without camper
special truck. See at Tr--
City 1 mile South on
Route 97
5; errices Offered
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark









vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling.
Spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
51. Services Offered
JUNK CARS picked up,




CAREclean rugs of all
kinds. In business.
homes, and institution,
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free






























Murray Vr the Sum-
mer: Male graduate wil:
watch your house for the
summer. Reference'-
available, Call 767-2827







and Si , yard work
Call 75
PAINTING EXIERIOR,
interior, years of ex-
perience. By the job or











Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger
Machinest
Our plant is seeking people with proven ex-
perience and ability in Set-Up and runs of all
types of machines tools, such as Milling
Machines, Grinders, Lathes, Shapers, Radial
Drills etc. Experience is also required in Die
Repair and Blue Print Reading. Openings are on




Hoover Ball and Bearing Co.
Cadiz, Kentucky.





sect i ides , seed and
fertilizer. Call Battle
Ag-Service day, 901442-
0712 - night 901-642-7791
or in Murray, Murray
Airport ask for Johnny
Parker, 489-2414.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1900, D. 0.
Parks.
LNSULATION blown in by
SEARS save these
high heat and cooling














and dirt. Call 437-4533,







J & B WELDING and
Fabrication, portable
welding. 24 hour service.
Six miles south on 121.
















When y ou need supplrr
-ourpment or serrue fall
fiernefrig s urtsof hr's.
best We hors steam
and cSoosiesse agorpenem
for rent or it you prefer ne








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




BEAUTY parlor to your
house. You'll be proud
you did. Careful exterior
house painting. Call 436-







Infants, I. 2, and 3




and exterior by the hour




home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
53 Feed And Seed
180 YARDS, OF t4trieY
Tobacco plants. See
Pete McColl at Lynn
Grove.
SOY BEAN SEED 23
busitel, Cutler 13 bushel,





. ' And Set-Up
Our plant is seeking .people with proven ex-
perience and ability. Must be experienced in
manufacturing maintenance and production
machine set-up. The opening's are on the 2nd and
3rd shifts. Qualified people may apply at:
CADIZ SPRING
PRODUCTS DIVISION
Hoover Ball and Bearing Co.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
NOTICE
Mayor and Common Council of
City of Murray, Ky. will be
receiving sealed bids for
bituminous asphalt paving for
approximately 41/2 miles of
street in City of Murray for the
Murray Street Departrnent.
Bids will be received through
Monday at 5 p.m., May 10th at
the Office of City Clerk. Suc-
cessful bidder will be required to
furnish $5,000 security bond.
Dial-A-Service
I This alphabetized page will run weekly - dip it from






Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
Pest Control



























If you do not receiv e
your paper please call
753-1916 1
























4411 mon OtOl&f, i WIMP we
/I is, .1( 01/1600 'cols roe irr
Cop rays *often yonc
'real Po reefs over rook >OW
'9011 '0Offtif ,OOS one ec
753-5703



































13a)1 I llestnut Murray ,






9 a. at. Is S p. M roor Mod
sod Mors. 9 a. up pa 10 p so











after 5 p. m. or weeken-






Price's start at $386 nn
Complete, floored.
ready to use
large stock to choose
from Built to order
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Reverend Ed L. Crump, Jr.,
Superintendent of the • Paris
District of the United
Methodist Church, will be one
Rev. Ed L. Crump, Jr.
of the ten delegates from the
Memphis Conference at-
tending this year's session of
that denomination's General
Conference at Portland,
Oregon, April 27-May 8.
Beginning with Holy
Communion and the Episcopal
Funerals
Joe Nanney Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
To Be On Tuesday
Joe Nanney of Almo Route
One died Sunday at 4:30 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 76
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church.
Born March 20, 1900, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late James Brent
Nanney and Fronie Jones
Nanney.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Eula Hill Nanney, Almo Route
One; one son, Bobby Joe
(Bob) Nanney, his wife, and
two children, Jim and Lisa
Nanney, Almo; two sisters,
Mrs. Minnie Lamb, Murray,
and Mrs. Reba Lamb, Paris,
Term.; one brother, Harlon
Nanney, Dexter Route One;
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 2:30 p.m: at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Rev.
A. M. Thomas and Rev. A. H.
McLeod officiating and the
Temple Hill Quartet providing
the music. Burial will be in the
Temple Hill Cemetery.





of Cave City died Saturday at
ten p.m. at the Twin Cities
Hospital for Cave City and
Horse Cave. He was 82 years
of age.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Margaret
Doherty Brewington, who is
the sister of A. A. ( Red)
Doherty and Mrs. 0. T.
(Mabel) Davis, both of
Murray Route One, Penny-
Airport Road.
Mr. Brewington was a
retired truck driver and
formerly operated a service
station at Cave City. One son,
Neal Brewington, preceded
him in death.
Survivors are his wife,





children; four great grand-
children.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of Hunt's Funeral
Home, Cave City, with burial
to follow in the Cave City
Cemetery.
Address on the 27th, a total of
984 elected delegates )66 of
them from outside the United
States) and hundreds of
visitors from World
Methodism will spend two
weeks in this official
legislative body.
Tlie General Conference of
1976 will have a full agenda
taken from concerns ex-
pressed by members
throughout the world. More
than 15,000 petitions have been
sent to the Petitions Secretary
by individuals, church school
classes, Administrative
Boards, congregations, and
• Annual 4 Conferences. After
these _petitions have been
processed and debated in one
of ten legislative committees,
they will be brought to the
floor of the General Con-
ference with recom-
mendations for action from
the respective conunittees. In
many instances the action of
the Conference will bring
about changes in the discipline
of the United Methodist
Church.
The,. Quandrennial theme:
"Conlrnitted to Christ, Called
to Change" will be presented
for approval.
Another agenda item will be
the setting of priorities for the
ensuing quadrenniurn 1976-
1980. Two priorities to be
considered are: continuing
and expanding emphasis on
alleviating World Hunger and
the strengthening of Ethnic
. Minority Local Churches.
Other anticipated items




recommendation for an eight
year maximum tenure for a
bishop to serve in any one
area. A minority report will
propose a term episcopacy as
opposed to life tenure for a
bishop. Many petitions center
on the ministry including the
meaning of ordination,
ministerial education, with
some favoring the granting of
annual conference voting
rights and sacramental
privileges to all lay pastors
serving churches. A large
number of petitions are
directed both for and against a




and strengthening the church
school is expected to occupy
major attention of the con-
ference. The General Council
on Finance and
Administration will present
the World Service Budget for
the total church to the General
Conference for consideration
and adoption.
There are equal numbers of
lay and clergy voting
delegates at General Con-
ference, elected by their
respective annual con-
ferences. The bishops of the
church preside without vote
over the various plenary
sessions.
Official communication
organs of the conference in-
clude a Daily Christian
Advocate, Newscope.
Newscope Reports ( a
cassette-slide presentation).
and the toll-free United
Methodist Information Ser-
vice (INFOSERV)., Ten-
nesseans call collect: (615)
327-1951; all other states, (800)
251-8140. Interpretation
sessions will also be held in the
various districts after the
General Conference is con-
cluded.
SENIOR CITIZENS
The Lynn Grove Senior
Citizens will meet Wednesday,
April 28, at 1:30 p. m. at the
home of Jan Maddox. Mrs.
Molena Armstrong will speak
on the warning signs of cancer
and the group will continue
lessons on macrame. For
information call 753-8193 or
753-0929.
DANA NOTES
by William M Boyd
It is thought that the poorest
people in the world live in Nor-
thern Australia. Certain
aborigines there exist by
eating rats, lizards and yams.
They have no money at all
Very few, if any, of our people are that unfortunate We
de realize that emergencies do arise and are ready to
help when we can.
Discussing plans for the Murray Lions Club Annual Light Bulb and Broom Sale on
Monday and Tuesday, April 26 and 27, are lion President John Thompson, standing
left, and Lion Sale Chairman Groover Parker in front. Standing left to right, Ray Daley,
Scott Wilson, and Dave °Daniel, all members of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, who
will be assisting the Lions in the sale.
(Continued from Page 1)
Previous winners of the honor have
been:
Hal Riddle, formerly of Owensboro,
noted actor of stage, screen and
television; Dorothy White Harkins,
instructor of physical education and
women's track coach at Eastern
Kentucky University, Richmond; Joe
Morgan, Clarksville, Term., retired
president of Austin Peay University in
Clarksville.
Pultizer Prize winner in journalism
Gene S. Graham, Urbana, Ill.; Dr.
Forrest C. Pogue, director of the
George C. Marshall Foundation,
Arlington, Va.; Joe Torrence, metro
'finance director, Nashville, Tenn.; the
late John Fetterman, staff writer and
two-time Pulitzer Prize winner in
journalism with the Courier Journal,
Louisville.
J. Paul Hogan, Bartlesville, Okla.,
who developed a new process for the
production of polyethylene with the
Phillips Petroleum Co.; Max Hurt,
Murray, retired vice-president of the
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance
Society; Dr. Adron Doran, President of
Morehead State University.
Judge Marion E. Burks, Evanston,
III., a member of the Illinois Court of
Claims; Mrs. Martha Robertson
Ellison, Louisville, director of the J
Grahan( Brown School, an innovative
school for exceptional children; Dr.
Robert Cecil Gentry, retired director of
the National Hurricane Research
Laboratory in Miami, Fla.; Dr. James
Hocker Mason, a professor of English
at Indiana State University, Terre
Huate.
Dr. Richard M. Shackelford, an in-
ternationally-known professor of
genetics at the University of Wis-
sconsin and director of the university's
Fur Animal Research Laboratory; and
former two-time Kentucky U. Gov.
Harry Lee Waterfield, president and
chairman of the boards of Kentucky
Investors, Inc. and Investors Heritage
Life Insurance Company of Frankfort.
Banquet • • •
tContinued from Page 1)
Other banquet activities included
special recognition of the Class of 1951,
holding its 25th reunion, and this year's
graduating class. Twenty-five year
service awards were presented to Dr.
Pete Panzera, chairman of the
Department of Chemistry and Geology,
and Dr. Ruth Cole, chairman of the
Department of Nursing.
John Edd Walker, chairman of the
Alumni Association Century Club
recognized recipients of Alumni
Association scholarships and five-year
And !hree r members of the club
Cathy Brooks, Jerry Epps
Named Outstanding Students
I
Cathey Brooks of Grover,
Mo., and Jerry Epps of Benton
walked away from the annual
Honors Day Program at
Murray State University
Sunday with the most coveted
awards as the Outstanding
Senior Woman and Man.
They were among about 400
students recognized during
the program and among 185
who received individual
presentations of grants, cash
awards, certificates, --and--
citations by the university and
by various campus scholastic
and honorary organizations.
Chosen for the top awards
from among students named
to "Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges" for
the 1975-76 school year, both
will graduate Summa Cum
Laude, Epps on May 8 and
Miss Brooks during summer
commencement exercises in
August.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles D. Brooks,
both alumni of Murray State,
and granddaughter of Mr. and
'Mrs. Sam Calhoun of Murray.
A 20-year-old Spanish major
with a French minor, she was
also honored during the
honors program for the second
successive year as the Out-
standing Spanish Major.
Miss Brooks has been ac-
cepted by the School of Law at
the University of Missouri and
will enroll there next fall.
Active in many roles on the
campus, she has served as a
representative of the Student
Government Association and
as secretary of the Student
Activities Board. She is also a
member of the Spanish Club,
French Club, and Sigma
Sigma Sigma social sorority.
Her other campus af-
filiations include Alpha Chi
national honor society for
scholarship, Sigma Delta Pi
honorary Spanish society, Pi
Delta Phi honorary French
society, and Alpha Lambda
Delta freshman women's
scholarship fraternity.
Epps, who has been ac-
cepted into the Medical School
at the University of Kentucky
for next fall, is the son of Mr. To Meet On Tuesday
and Mrs. Ernest C. Epps. The
V-year-old Marshall countian
was recognized during the
honors program as the Out-
standing Biology Senior. He
Rampage Of Ex-Convict Leaves
Three Dead, 13 Wounded
JACKSON, Ga. )AP) — As
he forged a bloody trail
through Georgia and Florida,
an ex-convict snorted cocaine
and bragged about his
shooting and kidnap rampage
that left three dead and 13
wounded. He ended the saga
by killing himself, authorities
say.
"When he talked about all
those people being dead, he




Revival services will begin
at the Locust Grove Baptist
Church on Wednesday, April
28, and continue through
Sunday evening, May 2.
Services will be held each
evening at 7:30.
Speakers will be as follows:
Wednesday — Brother
Gerald Owens, Pastor, Sugar
Creek Baptist Church.
Thursday — Brother Bill
Whittaker, Pastor, First
Baptist, Murray.




Saturday — Brother H. D.
Hudson, Pastor, Puryear
Baptist Church.





The Vacation Church School
will be held at the First United
Methodist Church from
Monday, June 21, through
Friday, June 25, with classes
for ages three to twelve
scheduled from nine to 11:30 a.
m.
Directors of the school will
be Melissa Easley, Ruth Ann
McLemore. and Mary LOU
Abbott.
Susie Critton, a hostage who
escaped unharmed. "He was
smiling about it like he was
glad. He had no regrets. He
just kept talking and sniffing
the cocaine."
Moses Pearson Jr., 31,
apparently was angry at being
cheated in a cocaine deal
when he started the crime
spree in his hometown of
Jacksonville, Fla., on
Saturday night, authorities
said. He left two men dead
there and six wounded.
Then he fled north into
Georgia, killing a third man
and wounding seven others.
Along the way, he abducted
six women who escaped
unharmed — three who drove
him into Georgia and a Bay
Village, Ohio, woman and her
two teenage daughters, ab-
ducted on a Georgia highway.
Pearson began his rampage
with three shootings within a
30-minute span in north
Jacksonville, police
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At all three locations he
demanded money.
"Robbery was at least a
partial motive, but we feel
there's a strong possibility of a
drug tie-in in all those cases._
Either he was ripped off or
had been ripped off in 90
past," Gould said. "We know





The proposal that additional
tennis facilites be constructed
at the Murray Country Club
still is under study and ad-
visement by the club's board
of directors.
No action was taken on ,the
proposal at a special meeting
of the board April 19 pending
an additional study involving
improvement of the two




Oakley and Dr. Dick Stout was
asked to further investigate
the proposal including the up-
grading of the existing courts,
and to have a recom-
mendation for the board to
consider at its May 3 meeting.
In an earlier meeting in
April, the board authorized
Eddie Hunt, local tennis
teacher, to provide lessons for
club members during
specified times on one of the
existing courts except for
holidays and times when
organized events would be
scheduled for the courts.
The purchase of 30 wooden
chairs and four umbrella
tables for the swimming pool
area also was approved by the
board Monday night along
with the family membership
application of Dr. Jorge
(iarrastarn and his wife,
Meme, 812 Bagwell Blvd.
Gould said Pearson shot and
killed Horace Fallen, the
manager of a used car lot, in
Fallen's office. Two others
there were wounded. Gould
said investigators believe a
cocaine deal was the source of
"bad blood" between Pearson
and Fallen.
Cooperating Preschool
Plans For Open House
Open house will be held by
the Murray Cooperating
Preschool on Tuesday, April
27, at seven p. m. at the school
located in Gleason Hall at
North 12th and Payne Streets.
This will be for parents of
children at the school and for
parents interested in enrolling
their children. For in-
formation call Jane Denbow,
phone 753-8417.




has a major in biology and a Others recognized during
minor in chemistry. the program were outstanding
He is presently the president students from various
of Omicron Delta Kappa academic departments and
honorary leadership society honor societies and students
and a past president of Alpha named to "Who's Who."
Chi. Epps has also been active Dr. William G. Read, vice-
in the Pre-Med Club, Beta President for academic
Beta Beta *logical sciences programs, handled the honors
society, and Sigma Chi social presentations, assisted by
fraternity. deans and department
Among the other top Honors chairmen. Dr. Constantine W.
Day awards were Martha Curris, university prestdent,
McKinney of Murray as Ideal welcomed parents and guests
Freshman Woman and Kerry to the campus. Bill Fisher,
Harvey of Benton as the Ideal Murray senior, delivered the
Freshman Man. They each invocation.
received a $200 scholarship.
Cathy Cole of Murray, who
presided during the. program
as the outgoing president of
the Student Government
the 
RalphAssociatioWoodss Association, was presentedh 
Memorial
Award for leadership and




Fellowship will hold its
monthly meeting at the Lynn
Grove Skating Rink on
Tuesday, April 27, from seven
to 9:30p. m.
Cost will be fifty cents for
skates. A slate of persons
running for officers will be
submitted.
Carter Supporters
To Meet April 28
A meeting of all supporters
for former Georgia Governor
Jimmy Carter's bid for the
Democratic nomination for
President of the United States
is scheduled for Wednesday.
April 28, 1976, at 12 noon at the
Holiday Inn.
Dale Sights, state campaign
manager for Carter, will be
the featured speaker for the
occasion which is designed to
assemble a county-wide
organization to work on behalf
of Carter for the May 25th
Primary.
Lunch is dutch treat. All
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